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Introduction

The Old and the New
"Das Neue wächst nicht einfach aus dem Alten
heraus, sondern tritt an seine Seite und eliminiert
es im Wettbewerb." Joseph Schumpeter (18831950), economist and inventor of Creative
Destruction.

I

nnovation is, in medicine, as indeed in many areas of science, industry, and even art, a key issue. It shapes medical progress to a great
extent, and this can be assessed using different indicators such as life
expectancy, morbidity, resulting costs (direct and indirect), quality of
life, and patient satisfaction. From this point of view, it is not incorrect
to measure the dynamism of a discipline by the number and quality
of associated innovations that may be developed and implemented –
in practice, to the stage of commercialization and funding by social
security systems. This approach is, in France, as in most developed
countries, tightly controlled by a set of methodological, legal, and administrative procedures whose onerous nature does not need further
emphasis, but which seem to be a necessary prerequisite to ensure,
on behalf of the sacrosanct principle of precaution, the safety of the
“consumer” – in this instance the patient (this term being used in the
broad sense, including, for example, individuals undergoing screening). Apart from the agencies responsible for this evaluation, which
aims, a priori, to be objective, it is increasingly clear that many players
have a stake in the process of recognizing innovation, for example,
patients’ associations and political or economic pressure groups (“lobbies”). To these players must finally be added the growing influence of
the media, always on the lookout for the latest moral or public-health
“scandal”, leading to repeated calls for transparency and the denunciation of conflicts of interest. The result of this is a general climate of
suspicion towards the medical profession, and especially its relations
with the biomedical industry.
What is the situation in gastroenterology? The second half of the twentieth century has witnessed major advances, which have resulted in a
hitherto unprecedented increase in life expectancy, the disappearance
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of certain diseases (such as peptic ulcer disease), and the use of imaging techniques that are increasingly performant and decreasingly invasive: ultrasound, CT, MRI... It is only fair to recognize the important contribution of industry in this progress, even though academic
research, notably in the biological field, has also played a crucial role.
In reality, it would be pointless and even foolish to oppose academic
research and industrial research and development, as it is clear that we,
doctors and patients, need their cooperation and their partnership if
we are to address with any chance of success the many challenges that
we face in this new century. We must, therefore, with due respect to
the naysayers, develop, and even stake a claim to, the collaborations of
our discipline with industry, even beyond the usual boundaries of the
biomedical industry.
Endoscopy, both diagnostic and interventional, represents one of the
most exemplary aspects of what medicine, and in particular hepatogastroenterology, can expect from technological advances. The advent
of capsule endoscopy in the 2000s was a major technological leap
rendering the small bowel (finally!) accessible to reliable exploration.
It is clear that the adventure continues with promising new fields of
investigation, in particular for the colon. In the therapeutic domain,
the treatment of high-grade dysplasia in Barrett’s esophagus has benefited in the past decade from modern endoscopic treatments, notably radiofrequency ablation (unfortunately not currently available in
France), relegating invasive and mutilating surgical resection almost to
the history of medicine. Finally, the functional exploration of the digestive system is too often equated with a set of costly and unnecessary
gadgets; however, this point of view would not withstand a serious and
objective examination of the facts when considering, for example, the
cost of the treatment of gastroesophageal reflux (PPI prescriptions –
justified or not, absenteeism from work, sleep disorders) or the impact
of chest pain of extracardiac origin on quality of life ...
It is, thus, with these reflections in mind that we have assembled with
our colleagues from Given Imaging Covidien (GI Solutions) the program of this symposium and the content of this book.
This is intended to be a convincing illustration of the present and future impact of technological innovations in medical practice, as de-
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monstrated in several algorithms of the book. We hope that this book
will meet your expectations, from a scientific as well as a didactic and
editorial point of view. We extend our sincere gratitude to the authors,
who agreed to provide us, with timeliness, with high quality texts, and
also to the moderators and reviewers of the book. Finally, our thanks
go to Given Imaging Covidien, and more particularly to Luis Miguel
Deretz and Philippe Pommier, without whom this symposium and
book would not have been possible.
.
Jean Paul Galmiche		 Bruno Richard-Molard
Scientific Coordinator		
President of the French 			
					Society of Digestive Endoscopy
					(SFED)
Chairman				Chairman
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Are there real improvements compared with conventional techniques?
Frank Zerbib

Service d’hépato-gastroentérologie
Hôpital Saint-André, 33075 Bordeaux Cédex,
france

“

High-resolution esophageal manometry represents undeniable progress in the exploration of esophageal motility. Studies indicate a
diagnostic gain of between 5% and 20% compared with conventional manometry. Above all, high-resolution manometry improves
the characterization of the different subtypes of achalasia, with implications for the therapeutic management of patients. The ease of
implementation and training allows for skill transfer and easy retrospective review.Wireless pH measurement by Bravo Capsule® for
the diagnosis of gastroesophageal reflux is a significant improvement
on classical “wired” pH measurement, both in terms of safety and
diagnostic yield. The diagnostic gain associated with this technique
is due both to a reduced limitation of patient activity and also an
extension of the recording period (up to 48 to 96 hours). This is a
technique that can easily be proposed in the immediate aftermath
of an upper endoscopy. The dissemination of these two techniques
beyond expert centers is unfortunately limited due to their higher cost,
which is poorly adapted to the modalities of healthcare reimbursement currently in operation.”
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High-resolution esophageal manometry
Esophageal motility disorders (EMD) can cause dysphagia and even
chest pain. Although EMD may be secondary to systemic diseases,
they are most often primary motility disorders that can be diagnosed
and characterized by esophageal manometry.

High-resolution manometry
“Conventional” esophageal manometry is performed using perfused
catheters that usually consist of four sensors, allowing assessment of
the body of the esophagus and the lower esophageal sphincter (LES).
In recent years, conventional manometry has gradually been replaced
– at least in expert centers – by “high-resolution” manometry (HRM),
which has two distinct innovations:
• the development of solid electronic pressure sensors, allowing the
manufacture of catheters containing 36 pressure sensors spaced 1
cm apart (figure 1) ;

Figure 1. High-resolution manometry catheter with electronic sensors.

•
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given according to the anatomical position of the sensors (figure 2).
Swallow

Pharyngeal contraction
Upper
esophageal
sphincter

Transition zone

Esophageal
persistaltic
contraction

Pression
(mm Hg)

Gastro-esophageal jonction

Times (s)

Figure 2.Representation of a high-resolution esophageal
manometry. Normal peristaltic sequence.

Compared to conventional manometry, HRM is faster and better tolerated [1] because the two areas of high pressure corresponding to
the upper sphincter and gastroesophageal junction can be easily located, allowing verification of the correct positioning of the catheter.
Measurements are made simultaneously from the pharynx to the stomach, without the requirement to gradually withdraw the catheter,
which significantly shortens the duration of the examination. In addition, the color-coded graphical representation of the pressure variations facilitates learning of the technique and improves interobserver
reproducibility, even for nonexperts [2]. The major drawback of HRM
remains the high cost of the catheters, which explains why it is mostly
only expert centers that are currently equipped for this procedure. The
dissemination of this technique is, nevertheless, in progress in France.
The gain in diagnostic performance of HRM compared with conventional manometry is estimated to be between 10% and 20% for the exploration of unexplained dysphagia [3]. A recent, multicenter French
study, for which the results are currently in press, showed a diagnostic
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gain of a little less than 5% in expert centers. The main advantage of
high-resolution manometry is probably a better distinction between
esophageal achalasia and esophageal spasms, according to the Chicago
classification criteria. This distinction is important because the prognoses and treatments of these two diseases are different

The Chicago classification
This classification [4] allows for a “step by step” analysis, based on the
parameters obtained by HMR (figure 3).
The key parameter is the four-second integrated relaxation pressure
(4s-IRP), which corresponds to the lowest pressure recorded at the
esophagogastric junction during four (consecutive or nonconsecutive)
seconds, in response to swallowing. The threshold of 15 mm Hg allows
for good discrimination between patients with achalasia and control
subjects. Analysis of the body of the esophagus allows for the distinction of three types of achalasia, plus possible variants. In the event
of a normal IRP, significant abnormalities in the motility of the esophageal body may be responsible for dysphagia (esophageal spasm,
“jackhammer esophagus”). Other anomalies (esophageal hypoperistalsis, nutcracker esophagus, etc.) are found more frequently than in
controls, but their roles in the occurrence of dysphagia are debated. It
is important to note that the Chicago classification does not address
postoperative problems, motility disorders related to gastroesophageal
reflux disease (GERD), or pharyngolaryngeal dysphagias. High-resolution manometry has facilitated the identification of three different
profiles of esophageal achalasia (figure 4).
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IRP ≥ 15 mm Hg
and absent contraction

Yes

No

2

IRP≥ 15 mm Hg
and contraction
intact or with defects

Yes

Bravo ® capsule®

Achalasia
- Type I
- Type II (with esophageal
compression)
- Type III (fragments,
contraction or spasms)

Impaired EGJ relaxation
- Achalasia variant
- Mechanical obstruction
- Hyperperistalsis

No

Normal IRP and absent contraction

3 or lowered distal latency

Yes

or ICD > 8 000 mmHg -s-cm

- Absent Contraction
- Esophageal spasm
- Jackhammer esophagus

No

4

Normal IRP and contraction
disorders
No

Yes

Hypoperistalsis
Intermittent peristalsis
Hyperperistalsis
(nutcracker)
Accelerated peristalsis

Normal
Figure 3. Diagnostic algorithm for the Chicago classification. EGJ: esophagogastric junction; IRP: integrated relaxation pressure; ICD: distal contractile integral.
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Swallowing

Type 1
Classical
achalasia

Swallowing

Type 2
Achalasia
with compression

Swallowing

Type 3
Spastic
achalasia

Figure 4. The three types of esophageal achalasia. In all
cases there is a impaired relaxation of the gastroesophageal junction and a lack of peristaltic sequence. Type I:
lack of pressurization; type II: pan-esophageal pressurization; type III: esophageal contractions.

In type I (“classical”) achalasia, there is no increase in pressure in the
esophagus in response to swallowing, and a relaxation defect of the
gastroesophageal junction. In type II, there is pressurization of the esophagus associated with a compression of the ingested bolus between
the UES and the distal functional obstruction. In type III (“spastic”)
achalasia, there are nonpropagated esophageal waves of large amplitude. It now appears to be well established that the response to treatment (dilatation, botox injection, or surgery) is better for type II achalasia [5]. Type III appears to fall within the scope of surgery rather than
balloon dilatation, as shown by a recent randomized study [6]. HRM
would allow a better differentiation between achalasia and diffuse esophageal spasm disease via the identification of pseudo relaxations of
the LES associated with the ascent of the lower esophageal sphincter
during swallowing. It is also easier to distinguish between an increase
in intraesophageal pressure (pressurization of the esophagus) and an
authentic esophageal contraction [7].
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The exploration of oropharyngeal dysphasias
Another advantage of HRM compared with conventional manometry
is that HRM allows the evaluation of dysphagia of pharyngeal origin.
The study of pharyngeal contraction waves, of the pressurization of
the UES, and of the waves in the proximal third of the esophagus
may reveal abnormalities affecting the striated muscles (e.g. absence
of pharyngeal contraction wave or relaxation defect of the UES during
swallowing). Although a cricopharyngeal bar can be suspected in the
case of a pharyngoesophageal pressure gradient, swallowing analysis
using fluoroscopy remains the gold standard for pharyngolaryngeal
dysphagias.

Conclusion
HRM of the esophagus represents undeniable progress in the exploration of esophageal motility. Characterization of the different subtypes
of achalasia has consequences for therapeutic management. The ease
of implementation and training allows for skill transfer and easy postevent review, however the cost of the equipment currently limits its
diffusion.

The wireless pH-monitoring Bravo ® capsule
Esophageal pH monitoring is essential in the diagnosis of GERD. If
endoscopy is normal, esophageal pH monitoring is most frequently
indicated to establish a diagnosis of GERD when atypical symptoms
(digestive, respiratory, ENT) are present. Conventional pH monitoring is carried out by placing an electrode in the esophagus, inserted
through the nose. Despite miniaturization of the equipment and the
widespread use of antimony electrodes, which are much better tolerated than glass electrodes, tolerance of the examination is often poor.
In fact, the “wired” (nasoesophageal) catheter per se is the cause of
the nasal, oral, and sometimes pharyngeal, discomfort. Patients, thus,
have a tendency to alter their activities (social, professional, leisure)
and diet during the recording, which may decrease the sensitivity of
the test for the diagnosis of GERD. In wireless pH monitoring, the
antimony electrode is incorporated into a capsule that is attached to
the wall of the esophagus, and pH changes are transmitted from the
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capsule to an external receiver by telemetry. This technique allows the
discomfort associated with the presence of the catheter to be limited.
In addition, it allows for an extension of the recording time up to 48 to
96 hours, and hence an additional increase in the sensitivity of the pH
measurement [8].

Technical aspects
The Bravo ® capsule measures 25 x 6 x 5.5 millimeters and contains a
battery, a radio transmitter, and an antimony pH electrode at its distal
end (figure 5)

Figure 5. Bravo ® capsule on its delivery catheter, and
attached to the wall of the esophagus.

As for “wired” pH monitoring, the pH electrode of the capsule is calibrated with buffer solutions before use. The insertion and fixation
device allows the aspiration of a mucosal fold of the esophagus onto
which the Bravo ® capsule is “stapled”. The device can be inserted
into the esophagus either through a nostril or, more easily, through
the mouth. Once in place and activated, the electrode samples the esophageal pH once every six seconds and the data are transmitted every
twelve seconds to a receiver box attached to the patient’s belt. It is
currently recommended that the capsule be positioned 6 cm above
the squamous junction identified by endoscopy (assuming that the
proximal edge of the LES is about 1 cm above this junction) [9]. The
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alternative is to locate the superior edge of the LES by manometry,
applying a correction of 4 cm for introduction via the mouth [10]. The
various possibilities for installation of the capsule are represented in
figure 6.

Procedure for installation
of the Bravo ® capsule

During an upper endoscopy

No upper endoscopy

Localization anterior to
the Z line (cm from the DA)

No localization anterior to
the Z line (cm from the DA)

Esophageal manometry

Introduction
by mouth
6 cm above
the Z line

Introduction
by mouth
6 cm above
the Z line

Introduction
by mouth
9 cm above
the LES

Introduction
through the nostril
5 cm above
the LES

Figure 6. Installation procedures for the Bravo ® capsule.
DA: dental arches; LES: lower esophageal sphincter.

This is a simple installation technique, with a 90–95% success
rate [11, 12]. Early detachment of the capsule may be observed in
about 10% of cases, with premature passage of the capsule into the
stomach and a misinterpretation of the acid exposure [12, 13]. pH
profiles in the case of capsule detachment are, however, quite easy
to recognize and interpretation errors are extremely unusual. Loss
of the pH capsule signal can occur if the patient is too far from the
receiver, however the missing data are generally of minimal importance and do not impact on the overall result of the recording [11].
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Comparison of wired- and wireless pH monitoring
As classical pH monitoring has a higher sampling frequency than wireless pH monitoring, significantly more reflux episodes are observed
with the former type of measurement, principally short reflux episodes
that have a limited impact on esophageal acid exposure [14]. This is
the reason why there is a good correlation between the two devices for
the evaluation of esophageal acid exposure and the diagnosis of GERD
[11]. Nevertheless, it must be borne in mind that these differences can
have an impact on the calculation of reflux-symptom indexes, which
themselves take into account each detected reflux episode. Finally, to
date there has been no validation study of symptomatic indexes for
wireless pH monitoring.

Tolerability and complications
The most common symptoms associated with the attachment of the
capsule are chest pain, dysphagia, and the sensation of a foreign body,
which are usually mild. Exceptionally, this may lead to the endoscopic
removal of the capsule [11, 12,15], which proves to be necessary in less
than 2% of cases. To date, only one case of esophageal perforation has
been reported in the literature [16]. A failure of capsule detachment
with prolonged retention requiring endoscopic resection is rare. Two
randomized studies [13, 17] showed a better tolerance of wireless pH
monitoring than of pH monitoring with a catheter; this better tolerance was related to the level of nasal, oral, and pharyngeal discomfort
experienced, the maintenance of normal daytime activity, and the preservation of quality of sleep and of the diet

Potential advantages of prolonged recording
For wireless pH monitoring, numerous studies have shown that extension of the recording time to 48 hours increases the likelihood of diagnosing GERD. This analysis can take into account the total acid exposure over the entire recording time and/or day during which the acid
exposure is abnormal (figure 7) [8].
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Figure 7. Example of a 48-hour Bravo ® pH monitoring plot. Nighttime periods are in green, meals are in
yellow. The vertical bars correspond to activation of the
event marker.

For example, a study in patients who had negative results from 24hour wired pH monitoring showed that pathological acid exposure
was found in 37% (average) and 47% (day of worst registration) of
cases when prolonged Bravo pH monitoring (mean 72 hours) was performed. When the probability of symptom association was taken into
account, these percentages were 34% and 63%, respectively [18]. Wireless pH monitoring prolonged to 96 hours also gives the opportunity to evaluate GERD without, and then with, treatment with proton
pump inhibitors (PPI). Using two different receivers calibrated to the
same Bravo ® capsule, Garrean et al. performed esophageal pH monitoring for four days in 60 patients with refractory symptoms, permitting an analysis “without” and then “with” double-dose PPI [19].
Of the patients presenting an abnormal acid exposure on day 1, only
2% had not normalized their exposure by the fourth day. This study
demonstrated the feasibility that measuring pH for four days can facilitate, in a single procedure, documentation of the presence of symptoms associated with acid reflux, both without and with treatment.
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Role of the Bravo ® capsule in the diagnosis of GERD
Schematically, the indications for Bravo ® pH monitoring are the same
as those for conventional pH monitoring, namely to document GERD
in the case of atypical symptoms and/or resistance to empirical medical treatment (figure 8). The capsule seems to be particularly useful
in cases where symptoms are intermittent and infrequent. It is also
very easy to pose the capsule in the immediate aftermath of a normal
upper endoscopy (in the absence of esophagitis) performed to investigate GERD, especially if this procedure is performed under sedation.
This approach allows for a comprehensive management of the patient
within a single time frame..
Symptoms consistent with GERD
Probable clinical
diagnosis *

Doubtful clinical
diagnosis **
Daily/frequent
symptoms

Empirical PPI
therapy
Success
Diagnosis
established

Endoscopy
+
Impedance-pH monitoring***
(after stopping PPI)
Endoscopy
Failure

Esophagitis

Intermittent
symptoms

Endoscopy
+
pH Capsule
(after
stopping PPI)

Normal

pH capsule
after stopping PPI
if diagnostic doubt

Impedance-pH
monitoring under PPI
if searching for the cause of failure

Figure 8. Algorithm for the diagnostic management of
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD). PPI: proton
pump inhibitors. *Typical symptoms and/or a known history of esophagitis; **atypical symptoms; ***replaced by
“conventional” pH monitoring in non-equipped centers.
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Conclusion
There is no doubt that wireless pH monitoring represents an improvement over the conventional “wired” pH monitoring technique, both in
terms of patient tolerance and of diagnostic yield. It is a technique that
can be easily proposed in the immediate aftermath of an upper endoscopy. In France, the distribution of wireless pH monitoring is currently
limited by its cost and by lack of reimbursement by the healthcare
system.

Conflicts of interest
Frank Zerbib is a speaker and consultant for Covidien GI Solutions,
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martPill ®: a new methodology for the study
of digestive motility

Philippe Ducrotté

Service d’hépato-gastroentérologie et de nutrition
Hôpital Charles Nicolle, UMR-1073, Rouen,
France

“ SmartPill ® is a new, single-use capsule allowing the continuous

recording of pH, temperature, and pressure in the gastrointestinal
tract for up to five days. The data collected by this capsule are transmitted by telemetry to an external, portable recorder. The pH and
temperature curves, and the profile of the digestive contractions, can
be consulted on screen through the connection of this box to a computer. Tracking of the capsule can be performed by monitoring the
variations in pH, with a very rapid transition from acidic pH to
a pH greater than 4 when the capsule leaves the stomach, followed
by the recording of a clear fall in pH when the capsule crosses the
ileocecal valve.This video capsule allows, with a very good tolerance,
an ambulatory study of total and segmental transit times (gastric
emptying, small bowel transit time, colonic transit time), with results
that correlate well with those of the reference methods. Analysis of
the propagation of contractions cannot be obtained with the capsule,
however it does allow the recognition of gastric hypomotility in gastroparesis patients (gastric emptying > 300 minutes), and the distinction of low colonic motility or, on the contrary, excessive colonic
motility (irritable bowel) in constipated patients (colonic transit >
59 hours). This new tool thus offers an exciting new alternative for
the direct or indirect (transit time) study of digestive motility.”
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SmartPill ® is a new, single-use capsule allowing the continuous recording of pH, temperature, and pressure in the gastrointestinal tract for
up to five days. The data collected by this capsule are transmitted by
telemetry to an external, portable recorder. The pH and temperature
curves, and the profile of the digestive contractions, can be consulted
on screen through the connection of this box to a computer. Tracking
of the capsule can be performed by monitoring the variations in pH,
with a very rapid transition from acidic pH to a pH greater than 4
when the capsule leaves the stomach, followed by the recording of a
clear fall in pH when the capsule crosses the ileocecal valve. This video
capsule allows, with a very good tolerance, an ambulatory study of total and segmental transit times (gastric emptying, small bowel transit
time, colonic transit time), with results that correlate well with those
of the reference methods. Analysis of the propagation of contractions
cannot be obtained with the capsule, however it does allow the recognition of gastric hypomotility in gastroparesis patients (gastric emptying > 300 minutes), and the distinction of low colonic motility or, on
the contrary, excessive colonic motility (irritable bowel) in constipated
patients (colonic transit > 59 hours). This new tool thus offers an exciting new alternative for the direct or indirect (transit time) study of
digestive motility.

Technical aspects
The single-use SmartPill ® capsule is 26.8 mm long, with a diameter
of 11.7 mm. It is equipped with pH, pressure, and temperature sensors. The capsule can measure pH changes in the range of pH 0.05 to
9.0, with an accuracy of 0.5 pH units. The pressure sensor is accurate
to 5 mm Hg for pressures not exceeding 100 mm Hg. Temperatures
can be measured between 25 °C and 49 °C, with an accuracy of 2 °C
[1,2].
Data are transmitted from the capsule by telemetry, and are received
and stored by a recorder attached to the patient’s belt (figure 1).
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Figure 1. SmartPill ® device: Photographs of the capsule
and the recorder.

At the end of the examination, data are downloaded from the recorder
to a computer hard drive for reconstruction of pressure, pH, and temperature curves using the MotiliGI Software (SmartPill Corporation)
[1, 2].

Examination procedure
In performance validation studies, the subjects fasted overnight and
then ingested the capsule immediately after eating a 255-calorie meal
containing 2.2% fat, with 50 ml water. No further food intake was
permitted until the sixth hour after ingestion of the capsule. Patients
were then free to walk and to eat as they wished [2]. A button on the
recorder allows events (meals, periods of sleep, elimination of a stool,
onset of a symptom, etc.) to be reported, which is useful in the analysis
of the graphic representation. The examination, which is carried out as
an ambulatory procedure, lasts for a maximum of five days.
The procedure is contraindicated in patients with a history of gastric
bezoar and in those with swallowing disturbances, dysphagia, or symptoms suggestive of digestive stenosis. To avoid interference between the
capsule and another device, the SmartPill ® cannot be used in patients
fitted with electromechanical devices, such as cardiac pacemakers or
implanted insulin pumps.
The procedure is not approved by the US-FDA (Food and Drug Administration) for use in children.
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Analysis of graphic representation
Ingestion of the capsule results in a rise of the temperature curve. Its
arrival in the stomach results in the recording of an acid pH. Subsequently, a substantial increase in pH (at least 2 pH units), above pH 4,
marks the arrival of the capsule in the duodenum (figure 2) [1].

Figure 2. Example of a recording with pH, temperature,
and pressure measurement curves. pH variations indicate
arrival of the capsule in the stomach, passage through the
pylorus and the ileocecal valve.

This increase in pH, although less pronounced, is observed in patients
receiving antisecretory treatment with proton pump inhibitors [3]. Taking proton pump inhibitors before the examination is, however, advised against. Considering its size, the capsule only crosses the pylorus
during the return of the first antral phase III, a substantial time after
the meal [4], passage of the pylorus occurring when 97% of the volume
of the meal has been evacuated from the stomach [4]. The sharp and
prolonged fall in pH, of at least 1 unit for at least 10 minutes, reflects
the passage of the ileocecal valve by the capsule, if this pH fall occurs
at least 30 minutes after passage of the pylorus [1, 5]. Subsequently, a
sudden drop in temperature (from 37 °C to ambient temperature) or
loss of signal reflects the elimination of the capsule.
Analysis of the plot is firstly visual, to determine the times of the different steps in the progression of the capsule. A pressure analysis software program allows the calculation of the frequency of contractions
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at various levels of the gastrointestinal tract, the area under the curve
for endoluminal pressure, and a motility index, defined as:
Ln (sum of amplitudes x number of contractions + 1) [2].

Indications and results
The capsule provides information on both total and segmental transit
times (table 1).
Table 1. Cut-off values for the interpretation of segmental
transit times using the SmartPill ® capsule.

Acceleration

Delay

Gastric
emptying

< 2.5 hours
rapid transit
diarrhea)

> 5 hours
(gastroparesis)

Small bowel
transit time

< 2.5 hours
(rapid transit
diarrhea)

> 6 hours

Colonic
transit time

< 5 hours
(rapid transit
diarrhea)

> 59 hours
(constipation)

It also permits quantification of the amplitude and frequency of digestive contractions.

Studying different digestive transit times
Studying gastric emptying to investigate gastroparesis
One of the two main indications of this capsule is the diagnosis of gastroparesis, which is defined as an objective slowing of gastric emptying
in the absence of any mechanical obstacle.
The reference method for studying gastric emptying is scintigraphy,
which measures, with a gamma camera, the decrease in radioactivity in
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the stomach area after ingestion of a doubly labeled meal (technetium
99 for the solid phase of the meal, indium 111 for the liquid phase).
Measurement of emptying for at least four hours after the meal is recommended. The parameters calculated are the retention of isotopes
at the second, and most importantly at the fourth hour. International
standards base the diagnosis of gastroparesis on the demonstration of
a gastric retention of the isotope greater than 60% at two hours and
10% at four hours after a meal of 255 calories containing only 2%
fat and 2% fiber [6]. An alternative to scintigraphy is a breath test for
octanoic acid labeled with a stable, nonradioactive isotope of carbon,
13C. This test, validated by several groups, allows the measurement of
the T50 for gastric emptying of solids, with an accuracy comparable to
scintigraphy [7]. These two tests both have shortcomings (table 2) and
are available only in expert centers.
The validity of the capsule for the evaluation of gastric emptying has
been the subject of several studies. Comparative studies showed that
the parameter best correlated with the gastric emptying time measured
with the capsule was the amount of isotope remaining in the stomach
at four hours during a scintigraphic emptying study (r = 0.73). If this
retention of isotope at four hours is taken as a reference, the sensitivity
and specificity of the data provided by the capsule for the diagnosis of
gastroparesis are 87% and 92%, respectively [8, 9]. A lower level of
correlation is obtained for isotope retention at two hours (r = 0.63).
The American and European Societies of Neurogastroenterology and
Motility have concluded that an elimination time of the capsule from
the stomach of less than five hours should be considered as normal [1],
and that a gastric emptying time greater than 300 minutes supports a
diagnosis of gastroparesis, with a sensitivity of 65% and a specificity
of 87%. This value of 300 minutes has led to the overdiagnosis of gastroparesis in only 13% of controls. However, the diagnosis of gastroparesis is more common with the capsule than with scintigraphy (65%
versus 44%). This is because scintigraphy measures only the evacuation of the isotopically labeled meal, whereas the capsule calculates the
time between ingestion of the meal and its propulsion into the duodenum during the return of the first antral phase III. This return may be
a little delayed compared to the complete evacuation of the two
phases of the meal.
The capsule could also be used to demonstrate an acceleration of
gastric emptying. However, the threshold value below which a diagno-
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sis of accelerated gastric emptying can be made is not currently clearly
established [1, 2].
A final point to highlight is that the capsule is able to detect accelerated emptying under the effect of drugs.
Table 2. Advantages and disadvantages of different
gastric emptying study techniques according to the American and European Neurogastroenterology and Motility
Societies [2].

Scintigraphy
Validation

Breathtest

SmartPill ®

+++

+++

+++

Standardization

++

+++

+++

Stable quantitative results

+++

+++

+++

Availability

+

+

++

Ease of implementation

+

++

++

Patient
discomfort

++

++

+

Tolerance

+++

+++

+++

Irradiation

+

-

-

++

+

++

Cost
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Studying small intestinal transit time
An evaluation of small bowel transit time can be considered in patients
suffering from unexplained and refractory nausea, vomiting, or bloating, or to investigate an endoluminal bacterial overgrowth.
The main method of analysis is the breath test, usually after the ingestion of 10 g lactulose. This test is based on the detection of a peak
of hydrogen and/or methane of at least 5–10 ppm in the exhaled air
after ingestion of the sugar. This peak is the manifestation of lactulose
transformation by colonic bacteria. It thus reflects the arrival of sugar
in the cecum after oral intake. This breath test has been criticized for
three main reasons:
a) its result encompasses gastric emptying time and transit time in
the small intestine;
b) the interpretation of the hydrogen peak can be awkward, as it can
be an indication of sugar metabolism by small intestinal rather than
colonic bacteria (endoluminal bacterial overgrowth), thus leading to
an overdiagnosis of accelerated small bowel transit;
c) lactulose modifies transit time.
The other technique is scintigraphy, which is not widely implemented,
and which encompasses gastric emptying and small bowel transit time.
With the SmartPill ®, small bowel transit time is defined as the time
interval between the arrival of the capsule in the duodenum (reflected
by the sudden appearance of a pH close to neutral) and its entry into
the cecum (extended fall in pH, of at least 1 pH unit, after a period of
at least 30 minutes following the gastric exit of the capsule).The normal transit time is on average 4.6 hours, ranging from 4.0 to 5.9 hours
in control subjects [1, 2, 10].
Studying colonic transit time
The benefit of measuring colonic transit in patients with diarrhea, and
especially in those with constipation, is the interpretation of symptoms
and possible adaptation of treatment. The two current main study methods are the measurement of radio-opaque marker colonic transit
time (which can be performed by various methods) and colonic scintigraphy, which is only available in a few centers throughout the world,
primarily for use in pharmacological research.
Using SmartPill ®, the colonic transit time is defined as the time
between the arrival of the capsule in the cecum and its expulsion
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through the anus.
Comparisons of capsule performance have mostly been carried out in
relation to colonic transit times established with markers. The study by
Rao et al. [11] showed that the capsule identified decelerations of transit and differentiated constipated subjects from a control population.
There is a good correlation between the transit times determined by
the number of radio-opaque markers eliminated and those calculated
using the capsule. The correlation coefficients between the two calculation techniques at day 2 and day 5 were 0.74 and 0.69, respectively,
in constipated subjects, and 0.70 and 0.40 in control subjects. At day
2, the sensitivity of the capsule as compared with transit time for the
diagnosis of constipation was 0.73, with a specificity 0.95. At day 5, the
sensitivity and specificity were 71% and 95%, respectively [11, 12]. In
addition, the reproducibility of the results of the calculation of colonic
transit times using the capsule may support its use in evaluation of the
effectiveness of new treatments. However, this indication has not yet
been validated.

Studying digestive contractions
This application of the capsule has been less well evaluated. As well as
stationary recordings, the capsule also provides the possibility of recording in ambulatory conditions. However, in such conditions, motion
artifacts may occur. In addition, the capsule has only one sensor. It
cannot, therefore, provide any information regarding the propagated
nature of the contractions registered. Explorations in gastroparetic patients have identified those in whom the slowdown in gastric emptying
is associated with a significant decrease in the frequency and amplitude
of antral contractions. In constipated patients with a transit time greater than 59 hours, exploration by capsule has led to the identification of
two subgroups: constipated patients in whom colonic contractions are
reduced, and those in whom these contractions were, on the contrary,
increased in comparison with a control population, which directs the
diagnosis towards that of irritable bowel syndrome with constipation.
This potential diagnostic value of the capsule requires confirmation.

Technical failures and tolerance
Only 0.6% of patients were unable to swallow the capsule. Genuine
technical failures (absence or interruption of recording before elimina-
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tion of the capsule, impossibility to transfer capsule data to computer)
were identified in only 36 of 495 cases [2]. The difficulties were mainly problems of interpretation: in approximately 5% of patients, this
was due to the impossibility to determine with certainty the successive
stages of capsule progression using the pH measurement data. The
failure rate for the calculation of colonic transit time was calculated
as 3%. Published findings all show agreement that the procedure is
generally very well tolerated.

Conclusions
The SmartPill ® capsule is a new and interesting alternative for exploration, in ambulatory conditions, of the phenotype of patients with
different functional digestive disorders. In particular, it represents a
real alternative to the tests that are currently available to study the total
transit time, and for the calculation of segmental transit times, particularly gastric and colonic transit times. It has been approved by the US
FDA for these two latter indications
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ndoscopy and esophageal pathology:
what should we expect?

Sylvie Sacher Huvelin

Institut des maladies de l’appareil digestif (Imad),
44093, Nantes, France

“ Endoscopic esophageal exploration is usually performed by esopha-

gogastroduodenal endoscopy (EGD), whereby the stomach and the
first segments of the duodenum can be explored during the same
examination. In certain circumstances, such as the exploration of
gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) in search of esophagitis,
or of patients with cirrhosis and suspected esophageal varices (EV),
exploration alone of the esophagus is sufficient, without the intention
to take a biopsy. The development and commercialization of an endoscopic capsule specific for the esophagus offers the opportunity for
precise exploration of the esophagus via a minimally invasive examination. Since 2004, numerous clinical trials have studied PillCam
® ESO for these principal indications, considering EGD as the “gold
standard”. Although an exact equivalence in performance has never
been demonstrated for any of these indications, the performance of
PillCam ® ESO is nevertheless interesting from a technical point
of view (ease of ingestion of the capsule, visibility of the esophageal
mucosa and anomalies without the requirement for air insufflation)
and also from the point of view of acceptability to patients, who systematically prefer PillCam ® ESO to EGD. Taking into account these
interesting properties and the patient acceptability, a better management of certain patient populations can be envisaged, in particular
patients with liver cirrhosis, for whom the presence of EV has an
immediate therapeutic impact. ”
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Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy (EGD) has long been considered as
the “gold standard” for exploration of the esophagus. It is a quick examination (less than 15 minutes), with both diagnostic and therapeutic
capabilities. However, endoscopy as it is currently practiced has many
drawbacks, the most important being its tolerability and its actual impact on patient care. Indeed, despite the technological progress, and
even the possibility of performing nasogastric endoscopy, the tolerance
of this examination is generally poor when it is not carried out under
general anesthesia. The perception of this examination by the public
and by patients is often very poor, leading clinicians to perform endoscopies more and more frequently under general anesthesia (50% of
EGD in France). Performing EGD under general anesthesia, nevertheless, has serious drawbacks, including both the cost of the procedure and the availability of anesthetists [1, 2]. It is in this context that
an esophageal capsule allowing direct visualization of the esophagus
using a minimally invasive technique, without the need for sedation
and with very good patient tolerability, was developed and commercialized in 2004.

Figure 1. PillCam ® ESO. Note the existence of an optical dome at each end. Dimensions: 11 x 26 mm.
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Device
The PillCam ® ESO 2 (Given Imaging Ltd) (figure 1) that is currently marketed is a capsule measuring 11 mm by 26 mm (the same
size as the small bowel capsule), which acquires video images from two
cameras located at the proximal and distal poles of the capsule, at the
rate of 14 images per second (7 images at each pole) during its natural
progression through the esophagus. The PillCam ® ESO 2 battery has
30 minutes of autonomy, allowing the recording of more than 15,000
images during an examination. Once the examination is completed,
the recording is transferred in a few minutes to a workstation equipped
with the RAPID ® software, which allows a rapid interpretation, the
reading time being only a few minutes. PillCam ® ESO is a single-use
device.

Procedure
As for EGD, patients are required to fast for 6 hours before the examination is performed. Before ingestion of the capsule, the patient
drinks a small amount of water (100 mL), in an upright position, in
order to clean any deposits that may be present on the walls of the
esophagus. The procedure for ingestion and progression of the capsule that permits optimal exploration of the esophagus has evolved
since 2004. Initially, the capsule was swallowed by the patient while
lying on his/her back, and then progressed along the esophagus by
changes in their inclination, to 30 ° and then to 60 °. This first ingestion method did not allow the acquisition of a sufficiently satisfactory
recording, particularly in terms of visualization of the lower esophagus.
Hence, in 2006 Gralnek et al. [3] developed a simplified, better quality
esophageal exploration procedure, which remains the recommended
procedure. This comprises swallowing the PillCam ® ESO in the right
lateral decubitus position, and then swallowing a sip of water every 30
seconds for 7 minutes. The patient can then get up and walk around
until the battery is drained.
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Indications
Patients with symptoms of GERD
Symptoms of gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) and dyspeptic
disorders are very common in the general population [4]. They are a
reason for healthcare consultations and are the main indication for
upper gastrointestinal tract endoscopy in current practice [5, 6]. EGD
is a powerful examination permitting the detection and/or exclusion
of esophagitis (20–40% prevalence of erosive esophagitis in this population) [7, 8], detection of the presence and evaluation of the severity of Barrett’s esophagus (a prevalence of about 10% in this population) and of ulcerative gastroduodenal lesions (9.5%) [10], and,
much more rarely, of neoplastic digestive tract lesions (0.3%) [10].
Considering the poor tolerability of EGD and the noninvasive nature
of PillCam ® ESO, clinical trials have been implemented very rapidly
in patients with chronic GERD symptoms, with a diagnostic aim, to
investigate the presence of esophagitis and a possible suspicion of
Barrett’s esophagus.
A

B

Figure 2. Endoscopic features seen using PillCam ® ESO.
A) esophagitis; B) suspicion of Barrett’s esophagus.

The principal studies carried out in large cohorts of patients with
GERD have compared PillCam ® ESO with EGD [11-13]. They have
confirmed the feasibility (figure 2) and safety of the technique for this
indication, as well as its good level of acceptability by patients. The
results of these studies demonstrated a high specificity (78–100%) and
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negative predictive value (88–95%) of the capsule for screening for
Barrett’s esophagus and esophagitis, but a lower sensitivity (50–79%).
A subsequent meta-analysis including more than 600 GERD patients
confirmed these data, with a sensitivity of 78% and specificity of 90%
(figure 3) [14]..
Studies
Schnoll Sussman, 2004
Eliakim, 2005
Koslowsky, 2006 (a)
Koslowsky, 2006 (b)
Galmiche, 2008
Sharma, 2008
Gralnek, 2008
Ramirez, 2008
O

5

100

Sensitivity %

O

5

100

Specificity %

Figure 3. Results in terms of sensitivity and specificity of
the meta-analysis of Bhardwaj et al.[14] (blue diamonds).
References cited in [14].

Thus, although patient preference is in favor of PillCam ® ESO in
terms of tolerability, the esophageal capsule is still not commonly used
in clinical practice, principally because of its limitations: the impossibility to take biopsies when there is a suspicion of Barrett’s esophagus,
and the absence of complete and reliable exploration of the stomach,
contrary to EGD. The first indication for esophageal exploration using
PillCam® ESO could, therefore, only result from future health economic studies, which would take into account not only the performance
of the technique but also the cost and the acceptability by the patient –
guaranteeing better adherence to a screening or monitoring program.

Patients with suspected portal hypertension
Portal hypertension (PHT) is a frequent and severe complication of
cirrhosis, in particular due to the development of esophageal varices
(EV) and their risk of rupture and gastrointestinal hemorrhage [1517]. EGD is the key examination for exploration and therapeutic deci-
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sion making in cirrhotic patients suspected of PHT, through the search
for EV. The presence of large EV is associated with a significant risk of
gastrointestinal hemorrhage, which justifies the initiation of a prophylactic treatment with β-blockers or by ligature, for which the effectiveness is well proven [18-20]. Nevertheless, for the endoscopic surveillance of these patients with known cirrhosis (an EGD every 2 years),
compliance remains insufficient due to poor tolerance of EGD [21,
22]. In addition, the use of general anesthesia constitutes an increased
risk of complications, in particular of cardiopulmonary complications,
in these fragile patients with liver failure [1, 2].
In this context, the PillCam ® ESO has been studied and compared
with EGD. The first, pilot studies have shown encouraging results in
terms of the detection and classification of EV (small versus large varices) [23-26] (figure 4). Larger, multicenter cohort studies [27-29]
have confirmed the feasibility and effectiveness of the technique for the
diagnosis of EV (sensitivity and specificity of 76–88% and 84–91%,
respectively), and for discrimination between small and large EV (sensitivity and specificity of 76–78% and 88–96%, respectively) with a
diagnostic accuracy of 81–92% for the indication of prophylactic treatment. The statistical equivalence between the two endoscopic techniques was, however, not established, considering EGD as the gold
standard.
A meta-analysis published prior to the completion of the studies of
Lapalus and Sacher-Huvelin et al. confirmed these performance data
by distinguishing the performances in the context of a diagnosis in patients with suspected portal hypertension (sensitivity 83% and specificity 55%) from the performances in the context of the surveillance of
patients known to have EV (sensitivity 87% and specificity 85%) [30].
More recently, a French study focused more specifically on this latter
group of patients [31]. This study included 80 patients with cirrhosis
and EV eradicated by ligature. PillCam ® ESO evaluation and EGD
were carried out after an average of 16 months of follow-up. PillCam
® ESO showed a performance of 80% sensitivity and 87% specificity
for the diagnosis of EV.
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Figure 4. The presence of esophageal varices seen with
PillCam ® ESO.

Cost-effectiveness studies have been published as part of a program
of screening and prophylactic treatment decision-making for EV. In
2007, Spiegel et al. compared several strategies for the management of
cirrhotic patients at risk of gastrointestinal hemorrhage [32]. Conventional endoscopic screening strategies based on EGD or PillCam ®
ESO were compared with empirical treatment with β-blocker. The
most efficient strategy was that of empirical treatment, with no significant difference in efficiency between the two endoscopic techniques.
In 2009, White and Kilgore [33] used a Markov model to compare the
screening strategy by PillCam ® ESO with that by EGD. Using this
model, again no difference in efficiency was observed between the two
techniques.
Much better accepted by patients with cirrhosis [29,31], and with a
satisfactory efficacy for the diagnosis of EV in the context of screening
or follow-up, PillCam ® ESO seems to have found its main indication
for use in esophageal exploration in PHT. It could, in particular, be
proposed to patients who refuse EGD or who are too frail to undergo
this examination.

Other indications
A French study compared PillCam ® ESO with EGD for routine
screening for neoplastic esophageal lesions in patients with a history of
ENT cancer. For this indication, the performance of PillCam ® ESO
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was insufficient in comparison with EGD, alone or in association with
iodine staining (sensitivity 46% and 54%, respectively) [34].
Furthermore, PillCam ® ESO was tested as an examination to select
patients with upper gastrointestinal bleeding, to facilitate diagnosis (a
minimally invasive examination, well tolerated by the patient). However, when the PillCam ® ESO could not reach the duodenum (in 75%
of cases in this study), there were too many discordances with EGD
(45%) to recommend PillCam ® ESO as first-line examination for this
indication [35].

Conclusion
In conclusion, the technique of esophageal exploration using PillCam
® ESO is reliable, well tolerated, and appreciated by patients, both
for the exploration of GERD and for the screening and follow-up of
patients with cirrhosis. However, in terms of service to the patient, the
primary indication remains the exploration of portal hypertension. In
this field, the development of noninvasive methods to predict the presence of EV (FibroMeter, FibroTest, Fibroscan ...) would require study of the role of PillCam ® ESO in an algorithm of the management
of cirrhotic patients in complement or synergy with one or the other
methods.
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“

Barrett’s esophagus (BE) can be associated with the advent of
an adenocarcinoma of the lower esophagus, and the detection of a
dysplastic section is a predicting factor. The endoscopic treatment of
a BE with high-grade dysplasia can be achieved by resection techniques such as endoscopic mucosal resection or submucosal dissection,
which must be proposed as a first-line treatment if zones with raised
abnormalities are present. However, the treatment of large, circumferential areas may lead to complications, and in particular to the risk
of esophageal stricture.The destruction by esophageal radiofrequency
ablation of an extended BE with zones of high-grade dysplasia has
been evaluated in numerous studies and allows the eradication of the
Barrett’s mucosa in the short and medium terms, with low morbidity and a very significant reduction in the risk of development of
an adenocarcinoma. Treatment of BE with low-grade dysplasia or
without dysplasia using this technique is currently being evaluated.”
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Gastroesophageal reflux can be a contributing factor to the development of Barrett’s esophagus (BE), also known as Barrett’s mucosa.
The prevalence of BE has been estimated at 1% in patients undergoing
upper endoscopy, regardless of the indication [1]. BE is a stage with
precancerous potential, which can evolve to adenocarcinoma. This
risk of malignant transformation is very low in the case of BE without
dysplasia (about 0.6% per patient per year) and is also minimal for BE
associated with low-grade dysplasia (LGD) (1.7–2% per patient per
year). In contrast, it becomes more substantial for high-grade dysplasia
(HGD), with a risk determined as 6–10% per patient per year [2-5].
BE with dysplasia can be treated by surgery, but with significant morbidity and mortality, even when performed by highly skilled teams.
Endoscopic treatments represent an alternative to surgical treatment.
Mucosal resection techniques such as endoscopic mucosal resection
or submucosal dissection allow curative treatment and histological
analysis but are associated with the onset of esophageal strictures if
an extensive resection is performed. Esophageal endoscopic radiofrequency ablation has become the standard treatment for dysplastic BE
as it allows the destruction of a large area of the BE without excessive
morbidity.

Technique of the esophageal radiofrequency ablation
The treatment is carried out with a radiofrequency catheter and a
dedicated generator. The HALO 360 system (BAARx Médical, Covidien, USA) is a method of circumferential thermal destruction of
the mucosa using a balloon topped with bipolar electrodes, which is
inflated in the esophageal lumen (figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1. Equipment necessary for esophageal radiofrequency ablation.

The diameter of the balloon is defined through the use of a calibration balloon inflated beforehand in the esophagus. Destruction is
homogeneous through the use of a standardized radiofrequency generator. When there is a noncircumferential lesion or a residual island after the first session of radiofrequency ablation, it is possible
to use an applicator with bipolar electrodes attached to perform a
focal destruction of the mucosa (HALO 90 system) or a smaller
radiofrequency catheter inserted through the operating channel
(channel catheter). On average, two to three radiofrequency sessions
are required to eradicate the entire zone of BE.
The theoretical contraindications of esophageal radiofrequency ablation treatment are: active and/or complicated peptic esophagitis at
the time of treatment; an esophagitis due to irradiation; a stricture of
the esophagus of any etiology; the presence of esophageal varices; a
history of Heller’s cardiomyotomy.
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Figure 2. Circumferential radiofrequency ablation treatment with the Barrx 360 system, the balloon being inflated in the esophagus (A and B); and focal ablation treatment with the Barrx 90 system (C and D).

Indications for esophageal radiofrequency ablation
Barrett’s esophagus and high-grade dysplasia
Diffuse or multifocal BE in the presence of HGD or of an in situ,
non nodular adenocarcinoma is an indication for curative endoscopic
radiofrequency ablation that has been well codified and scientifically documented. Macroscopic analysis in white light and with staining
(acetic acid or virtual staining) allows the identification of any potential nodular lesion, which should be resected by mucosal resection or
submucosal dissection before the remaining BE is treated. In case of
doubt regarding a deep malignant invasion, endoscopic ultrasound can
be performed beforehand. Only lesions classified as usT1N0 by endoscopic ultrasound can be resected. Histological analysis of the resected
section will provide a precise diagnosis of the depth of invasion of the
lesion. When the resection is complete and the lesion is intramucosal,
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the residual circumferential BE should be destroyed by radiofrequency ablation during a second session of endoscopy (after 2–3 months).
When resection is not complete and the depth of invasion reaches the
submucosa, a complementary surgical treatment should be proposed.
For elderly patients and/or those with significant comorbidities, radiochemotherapy in addition to noncurative endoscopic resection can be
discussed.

Barrett’s esophagus and low-grade dysplasia
French and international guidelines recommend the monitoring of
BE with LGD. This surveillance includes carrying out staged biopsies (Seattle protocol) and biopsies targeted by chromoendoscopy. Radiofrequency ablation treatment in this situation is being evaluated in
clinical research protocols that are comparing the evolution of patients
treated with radiofrequency ablation with that of patients receiving endoscopic surveillance according to current recommendations. A recent study comparing a group of LGD patients treated with radiofrequency ablation with a control group showed a significant reduction
in progression to HGD/cancer in the treated group [6]. In light of
the initial results reported in the literature, radiofrequency ablation
could be proposed when the presence of LGD is certain (verified after
treatment with proton pump inhibitors [PPI], taken at a high dose for
2 months), confirmed (by two different pathologists ), multifocal (> 5
LGD crypts in one biopsy; LGD at several levels of the esophagus),
and diffuse (> 50% of 200 crypts analyzed show LGD). Other criteria
associated with a greater risk of progression are male sex, age 50–75
years, being overweight, and the presence of a hiatus hernia [5].

Barrett’s esophagus and intestinal metaplasia (IM)
BE without dysplasia is not an indication for radiofrequency ablation
and should just be monitored according to the recommendations currently in place.
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Results
A high complete-response rate with few complications
Several studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of radiofrequency
ablation in the short and medium terms for the destruction of intestinal metaplasia (IM) and dysplasia in more than 80% of cases [7-10].
Radiofrequency ablation treatment of dysplastic BE also reduces the
risk of developing esophageal adenocarcinoma. The first study in the
field, by Shaheen et al. [8], showed that neoplastic progression was
significantly reduced in the treated group compared with the control
group (3.6% versus 16.3%, P = 0.03), with fewer cancers diagnosed
(1.2% versus 9.3%, P = 0.045). A meta-analysis including 18 studies
and 3,802 patients showed rates for the eradication of intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia of 78% and 91%, respectively [11].
Immediate major complications (hemorrhage, perforation) are extremely rare, whilst minor complications (retrosternal pain, fever, minor
bleeding) are rare (between 5% and 10%), with a favorable evolution.
The only long-term complication is the occurrence of stenosis, which
is observed in 0.5%–10% of cases, depending on the published series.
Endoscopic dilation is then an effective treatment. The risk of stenosis
is greater in patients with a history of antireflux surgery, and in those
who have esophagitis or who are taking oral nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs [12].

Duration of the response and long-term risk of recurrence
The long-term outcomes of esophageal radiofrequency ablation have
been less well evaluated, but they appear to persist, both for the eradication of IM and dysplasia [13,14]. Orman et al. [15] analyzed factors
predictive of recurrence of dysplasia or IM after a comprehensive and
effective radiofrequency ablation treatment in 262 patients. Median
follow-up was for 397 days (54–1,668 days). Eight patients had a recurrence and three of these had progression to dysplasia or carcinoma in situ. In this study, the recurrence rates were 4.2% per year for
dysplasia and 5.2% per year for IM. A study of 335 patients treated
with radiofrequency ablation and endoscopic mucosal resection of nodular zones, for BE with HGD (72%), intramucosal adenocarcinoma
(24%), or LGD (4%), showed complete eradication of HGD and IM
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in 86% and 62% of patients at 12 months [15]. Phoa et al. reported
that in 54 patients treated with radiofrequency ablation, preceded or
not by endoscopic mucosal resection, eradication of the HGD or IM
persisted in 90% of cases [16]. Finally, in an American study [17],
treatment of 448 patients by radiofrequency ablation, for BE with
HGD or intramucosal adenocarcinoma (70%), with LGD (15%), or
with a simple IM (14%), resulted in complete eradication of the IM in
56% of patients at 24 months, and 71% at 36 months. The recurrence
rate for IM at 2 years was 33%. The smaller percentage of eradication
rates and the relatively high percentage of IM recurrence in this study
could be explained by:
1. the need for two consecutive endoscopies without IM (as opposed
to only one in the other studies) to confirm that eradication was
complete;
2. the high proportion of BE greater than 8 cm;
3. the systematic collection of biopsies in the region of the gastroesophageal junction (common area of recurrence).
Recurrence of BE could be related to the persistence of glands buried
under the squamous neoepithelium after radiofrequency ablation. The
prevalence of buried glands varies between different studies. Their histological definition is the presence of a glandular epithelium covered
by squamous epithelium, without contact with the esophageal lumen.
The Amsterdam group [18] studied the presence of buried glands, as
described by the pathologist, in residual BE islands of less than 5 mm.
They analyzed biopsies from 69 consecutive patients with follow-up
for BE, treated by radiofrequency ablation that was preceded, or not,
by mucosal resection. Of 2,515 biopsies of neosquamous epithelium
with a normal macroscopic appearance, buried glands were present
in 0.1% of cases. Biopsies of the small, residual BE islands showed
embedded glands in 21% of cases. These represent, in fact, “pseudo–
buried glands” corresponding to the juxtaposition of the glandular
epithelium in the BE island and the adjacent squamous epithelium.
The authors explain that biopsies of the small BE islands can include
an adjacent fragment of squamous epithelium, either because this
epithelium partially covers the glandular epithelium or because of the
tangential position of the biopsy forceps in the narrow esophageal lumen. This study highlights the risk of false-positive biopsies taken from
BE islands. During the endoscopic surveillance of patients treated
with radiofrequency ablation, the analysis of the esophageal mucosa
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must be scrupulously and precisely performed to be certain to collect biopsies from the neosquamous epithelium and not from residual
BE islands, which will be destroyed during the endoscopic follow-up.
Nevertheless, these results provide incentive to maintain surveillance,
even in patients with complete response after treatment with radiofrequency ablation.

Factors predictive of response to radiofrequency ablation
In the multicenter, prospective study of van Vilsteren et al. [19], independent predictive factors of poor response to circumferential radiofrequency ablation at 3 months (defined as < 50% loss of BE at
the surface) were highlighted. In the group of poor responders (n =
36, 13%), the complete-response rates for IM and dysplasia (66% and
86%, respectively) were significantly lower than for good responders
(95% and 98%); the average total time necessary to achieve eradication was longer (13 months versus 7 months) and more sessions were
required (four versus three). The factors predictive of a poor early response were:
1. active esophagitis despite adequate PPI therapy;
2. Barrett’s mucosa on the previous endoscopic resection scar;
3. narrowing of the esophageal lumen before radiofrequency ablation;
4. long-term development of dysplasia prior to treatment.
The presence of esophagitis was the most significant predictive factor
and demonstrates the need for control of acid reflux prior to radiofrequency ablation treatment.

Conclusion
BE is a precancerous state that requires endoscopic surveillance to
screen for dysplasia. Radiofrequency ablation treatment is indicated
for flat esophageal BE with HGD. A rigorous macroscopic endoscopic
examination should be performed to identify a possible suspect or nodular infiltration area in a circumferential BE, which can benefit from
a prior endoscopic resection by endoscopic mucosal resection or submucosal dissection. The rate of complete response after radiofrequency ablation, in terms of dysplasia and IM, is greater than 80%, and
persists after several years. Endoscopic surveillance should, however,
be continued, even after complete eradication of BE and dysplasia, in
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order to detect any recurrence from buried glands.
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«

Exploration of the small intestine with an endoscopic video capsule
is one of the latest technological revolutions in gastrointestinal endoscopy. The main indications are an investigation for occult bleeding
after a normal result from a standard endoscopic assessment, and
suspected damage to the small intestine in the context of Crohn’s
disease. The continuous technological development of the capsule has
generated a new device (PillCam SB 3 ® system) capable of producing a film with better image resolution and an even greater coverage
of the intestinal mucosal surface, with the development of an image
capture adapted to the speed of progression of the capsule in the intestine. Finally, the new RAPID 8 ® software associated with this SB
3 ® capsule is even more performant (speed of image interpretation,
numerous modes for optimized playback) and represents a valuable
aid for the reader.”
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Having for a long time been frustrated at not being able to explore the
small intestine optimally, endoscopists have welcomed the small intestinal video capsule as a technological revolution. While this examination is currently in routine use for well-defined indications, the capsule
has also been the focus of continuing technological development. New
devices are currently being proposed that aim to improve the video
image quality, and thus to improve the diagnostic yield of intestinal
endoscopic investigations. Another objective is to facilitate the interpretation of video recordings with innovative software. It is with these
considerations in mind that the new PillCam SB 3 ® system has been
developed. The package comprises: the PillCam SB 3 ® capsule, the
PillCam ® Recorder DR3, the PillCam ® Sensor Belt SB3, and the
RAPID ® for Pillcam Software v8.0 (figure 1).

Figure 1. The PillCam SB3 ® system, composed of the
following elements: the PillCam SB 3 ® capsule (A), the
RAPID ® for Pillcam Software v8.0 (B), the PillCam ®
Recorder DR3 (C), and the PillCam ® Sensor Belt SB3(D).

PillCam SB3 system hardware
The PillCam SB3 capsule
The PillCam SB 3 ® capsule proposed by Covidien (GI Solutions)
Given Imaging is a new-generation capsule derived from a technological improvement allowing the acquisition of a better image quality and the exploration of the small intestinal surface with an even
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greater coverage. The optics and sensor have been modified. This
“ecological” capsule does not contain mercury. Its functioning time
is approximately 11 hours, which limits the number of incomplete
examinations resulting from battery failure during recording.
The improvements in image resolution result in a sharper and brighter image, which allows the details of the intestinal mucosa to be seen
more clearly (figure 2).
Small intestinal lesions, such as angiodysplasias that are red or ulcers
with a whitish, fibrinous background, are thus easier to identify.

Figure 2. The PillCam SB 3 ® capsule (A): better definition than the PillCam SB 2 ® capsule (B). Images of the
small intestine with normal villi, in the same patient and
in the same intestinal portion.

This increase in resolution is estimated to be 30% as compared with
the previous device, the PillCam SB 2 ® capsule. The smallest object
that can be detected with PillCam SB 3 ® is 0.07 mm, versus 0.1 mm
with PillCam SB 2 ®. This improvement in the image is useful in the
detection of submucosal tumors, where the eye is often drawn to a
simple deformation of a mucosal fold, and for which diagnosis is often difficult. Furthermore, the contrast is increased, which facilitates
analysis of the mucosal surface and the better detection of small bowel
polyps, such as in patients with polyposes such as Peutz-Jeghers disease.
Adaptation of the image capture to the capsule speed is one of the
most important innovations of the SB 3 ® capsule. Thus, when the
capsule is moving fast, as for example in the distal duodenum, proxi-
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mal jejunum, or during passage through a descending intestinal loop,
the number of images per second increases from two to six. The filming
of a greater mucosal surface in these situations thus limits the risk of
a lesion being missed. Using this new system, the number of images
to process is theoretically greater, however the reading time does not
appear to be any longer. This can be explained by a decrease in the
number of “stops” or “image replays” needed during the reading, due
to a better overall image quality (sharpness, brightness, and contrast),
with wider angles of vision and a better depth of field.

The PillCam ® Recorder DR3
The DR3 recorder captures images continuously and is equipped with
an LCD screen that allows real-time viewing of the film taken by the
capsule. It is no longer necessary to connect a computer to the recorder to identify the location of the capsule.

The PillCam ® Sensor Belt SB3
The Sensor Belt makes the procedure simpler and faster. It helps to
improve patient comfort (especially for patients for whom shaving is
necessary before electrodes can be attached with skin patches).

The RAPID ® for Pillcam Software v8.0 associated
with the PillCam SB 3 ® system
The new reading software, RAPID ® 8, associated with this capsule
has a modified user interface and improved software ergonomics. The
ribbon, which is an element of the Microsoft user interface, has been
designed to help readers to find the software commands quickly. Basic
functions are facilitated, such as, for example, drafting a report or identifying a patient. The video-processing algorithm has been improved
and the creation of a video is now faster. New reading support tools
are available and the «Progress Indicator» program has been improved.
In the “QuickView” mode, also available in the previous version of
the software, images that are considered to be identical can be removed from the film, allowing the reading of a film containing only the
images that the software identifies as relevant. This algorithm has been
evaluated in the literature and ensures a very good sensitivity [1]. The
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“Complementary QuickView” mode proposed in the new version allows the visualization of all of the images, including those that have
been excluded in the QuickView mode. The “Mosaic” mode shows,
as a matrix, all the images selected by an algorithm. Only the relevant
part of the image is displayed, allowing an easier visualization of the
entire video.
The “SBI” (Suspected Blood Indicator) mode automatically flags suspicious images of bleeding when they contain a red spot consistent
with blood. The sensitivity, positive predictive value, and accuracy of
this function for the detection of active bleeding in the small intestine
are 81%, 81%, and 83%, respectively [2]. This analysis represents an
aid to the diagnosis of hemorrhagic lesions during the examination but
a full reading of the film taken by the capsule remains indispensable.
The utilization of virtual chromoendoscopy (FICE: Flexible Intelligent Color Enhancement) makes it possible to increase the contrast
and to better detect certain types of flat lesions, such as angiodysplasias, which will have an enhanced color, or small flat polyps, for which
the surface relief is increased. The benefit of this feature has already
been investigated using the previous PillCam system [3].
The software contains a large database of Pillcam capsule endoscopy
images that allows the comparison of a pathological image found during a reading with the images in the atlas (figure 3).
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Figure 3. Examples of pathological images identified by
the SB3 ® capsule. A: typical angiodysplasia; B: active
bleeding with a blood clot in the intestinal lumen; C: suspicious nodular ulceration corresponding to the histology of an adenocarcinoma in the small intestine; D: small
submucosal tumor corresponding to a carcinoid tumor; E:
jejunal varix in the context of segmental portal hypertension; F: hamartomatous polyp (at the top of the image) in
the context of Peutz-Jeghers syndrome.
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Conclusion
This new small-bowel video capsule system represents a technological
advancement, with the following advantages:
1. increase in the ease and speed of capsule reading;
2. increased diagnostic yield through superior film quality and adaptation of the image capture to the speed of progression of the capsule
through the small intestine.
The potential future developments of the capsule are numerous: a “remote-controlled” capsule, a “therapeutic” capsule delivering an active
substance in the small intestine, a more efficient method of locating
the capsule in the small intestine, visualization of the film in 3D, etc.
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“ The management of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD) has changed

considerably in recent years with the widespread use of anti-TNF-α
antibodies. These treatments have clearly demonstrated their efficacy for the treatment of Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis
(UC). Unlike previously used molecules – corticosteroids, azathioprine, methotrexate, and 5-aminosalicylates – , anti-TNF-α drugs
have the ability to induce healing of endoscopic mucosal lesions in
a large number of patients. With their use we have rediscovered the
importance of endoscopically visible lesions of the intestinal wall;
new management strategies have been developed taking into account
these lesions and their evolution with time. In parallel, the renewed
interest in morphological exploration of the digestive tract has provided an opportunity to develop noninvasive tools that allow repeated
examinations in patients with IBD, and which are effective and acceptable to patients. These modern strategies of management include
capsule endoscopy of the small bowel (SBCE), which allows accurate
and noninvasive analysis of the gastrointestinal mucosa. This is the
only tool that allows a global vision of the lining of the small intestine, which was hitherto impossible because of the lack of a simple
tool adapted to this exploration.”
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The natural history and evolution over time of inflammatory bowel disease
It has been customary to describe inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)
as a chronic disease that progresses in successive bursts, interspersed
with remission periods of variable length. This description takes into
account only the tip of the iceberg, namely clinical symptomatology,
and ignores subclinical changes in gastrointestinal inflammation characterized by the presence of persistent intestinal mucosal injury. IBD,
especially Crohn’s disease (CD), are progressive and destructive diseases; the clinical evaluation of their severity at a given time does not
reflect the accumulation of destructive lesions in the intestine. The gradual emergence of stenotic and fistulizing complications, corresponding to subclinical destruction of the gut, has been described in two independent studies performed in reference centers [1, 2]. Patients with
a luminal inflammatory disease at the time of diagnosis progressively
developed stenotic and/or fistulizing disease. This evolution was also
observed in a cohort from the general population, which better reflects
the diversity of CD phenotypes outside of reference centers [3].
All anti-TNF-α drugs have the capacity to induce a deep remission,
with the disappearance of symptoms and mucosal healing [4-6]. It has
been clearly demonstrated in these studies that the percentage of patients with mucosal healing is even greater when the disease is of recent onset. This observation is consistent with the irreversible nature
of old lesions, both of inflammatory and scarring origin, for which no
treatment can reverse these effects.
The changes in therapeutic goals for IBD originate from the beneficial influence of mucosal healing on the natural history of the disease.
In the short and medium terms, it has been demonstrated that the
frequency of hospitalization and the need for surgery are significantly
reduced when mucosal healing is achieved, in comparison with their
frequencies in patients with progressive lesions [7-10]. Conversely, the
proportion of patients in remission without corticosteroid treatment,
or with neither corticosteroid nor anti-TNF treatment, was higher 2
years after having achieved mucosal healing than in those patients with
persistent mucosal lesions [11]. Overall, these data have driven new
strategies based on an earlier and more effective treatment of patients
with IBD, on obtaining mucosal healing and the disappearance of lesions that are at risk of complications, and finally on an objective mo-
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nitoring of the efficacy of the treatments. This monitoring takes into
account biological, radiological, and endoscopic data, in which the use
of capsule endoscopy will increasingly have a place.

Role of the capsule in the diagnosis of Crohn’s disease
Small bowel capsule endoscopy (SBCE) is the examination with the
highest diagnostic yield for exploration of the small intestine. Indeed,
the meta-analysis of Triester et al. [12], updated in 2010 [13], demonstrated the superiority of the capsule in terms of diagnostic yield compared with small bowel transit time: 52% versus 16% (P < 0.0001);
scanner with enterography: 68% versus 21% (P < 0.00001); and ileocolonoscopy: 47% versus 25% (P = 0.009) (table 1).
A 10% gain was obtained as compared with magnetic resonance imaging enterography (55% versus 45%, P = 0.43) [13]. It is clear that
the SBCE allows the visualization of superficial mucosal lesions that
are not visible on conventional radiology, resulting in an increase in
diagnostic yield and a better guidance of the diagnostic enteroscopy
(oral or rectal route) if this is necessary, in particular to obtain histological samples. The positive and negative predictive values of SBCE
were assessed in a recent study [14]. Seventy-five patients suspected
of having CD, in spite of a normal colonoscopy and a normal radiological examination of the small bowel, were included in this study. All
patients underwent SBCE and were then followed up for an average
of 13 months. The positive and negative predictive values of the SBCE
for the diagnosis of CD were 87% and 96%, respectively [14].
In light of these results, the joint recommendations of ECCO (the
European Crohn’s and Colitis Organization) and the World Organization of Digestive Endoscopy (OMED), published in 2009 [15], were
amended in 2013 [16]. While in 2009 it was recommended to perform
a radiological examination of the small bowel before performing an
SBCE, experts now recommend carrying out an examination of the
small bowel by capsule endoscopy or by radiology when conventional
endoscopy does not permit a diagnosis of CD [16]. Considering its
negative predictive value, it is unnecessary to perform further tests if
the SBCE is normal.
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Table 1. Additional diagnostic yield of the capsule compared with
conventional techniques for exploration of the small intestine,
from [13].

Studies
(n)
Capsule
vs enteroscopy

Suspicion of
CD
Known CD

Capsule vs
small bowel
transit time

Suspicion of
CD
Known CD

Capsule
vs . CT enterography

Suspicion of
CD
Known CD

Capsule
vs MRI enterography

Suspicion of
CD
Known CD

Patients
(n)

2

46

2

56

8

155

10

224

3

53

3

66

3

31

4

63

Additional diagnostic yield
(CI) 95 %)
0.18
(-0.23 – 0.59)
0.57
(0.43 – 0.71)
0.32
(0.16 – 0.48)
0.38
(0.22 – 0.54)
0.47
(0.31 – 0.63)
0.47
(0.31 – 0.63)
0.10
(-0.14 – 0.34)
-0.06
(-0.30 – 0.19)

CD: Crohn’s disease; MRI: magnetic resonance imaging; CT : computed
tomography.

Monitoring of Crohn’s disease patients
In the case of known CD, it has also been clearly demonstrated that
SBCE has a better performance compared with conventional diagnostic tests. The SBCE is better:
• than enteroscopy: 66% versus 9% (P < 0.00001) (table 1);
• than small bowel transit time : 71% versus 36% (P < 0.00001);
• than computed tomodensitometry enterography (CTE): 71% versus 39% (P < 0.0001);
• than MRI with enterography or enteroclysis [13].
Only SBCE allows the detection of early superficial mucosal lesions
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that are undetectable by radiological techniques. SBCE is also able to
detect lesions of the proximal small bowel, which is not possible with
MRI or CT examinations with enteroclysis or enterography [17,18].
In a first study, the sensitivity and specificity of SBCE to diagnose
an ileal involvement were 100% and 91%, respectively, while those
of MRI were 81% and 86%, and those of CT, 76% and 85%. The
other improvement was the detection of proximal lesions in 18 patients, as opposed to 2 patients and 6 patients for MRI and CT, respectively [17]. Similar results were published in a second study that
compared MRI and SBCE [18]. The importance of the proximal small
bowel mucosal lesions detected by SBCE was recently suggested in a
cohort study [19]. In this study, 108 patients with CD had a median
follow-up of 24 months (IQ: 8-46) after the completion of a capsule
endoscopic examination of the small bowel, and 50% had a relapse
during follow-up. The only independent risk factor for relapse was the
presence of endoscopic lesions in the proximal small bowel, with a
hazard ratio of 1.99 (95% CI, 1.10–3.21). These results highlight the
potential value of detecting proximal small bowel lesions to optimize
the treatment of patients with CD. Studies evaluating surveillance,
with and without capsule endoscopy, of the evolution of the disease,
the frequency of complications, of bowel resections, and of hospitalizations, are nevertheless lacking. Some data are available regarding the
possibility of observing changes in endoscopic lesions visualized using
the capsule, notably following anti-TNF therapy. These preliminary
data represent an essential first step before assessing a surveillance of
the patients with the capsule [20,21]. In this latter study, there was
no correlation between the changes in endoscopic severity score in
the small bowel (Lewis score) and the changes in clinical activity and
quality of life scores [21]. The authors proposed that endoscopic data
be considered as independent surveillance and evaluation criteria. It
is also possible that the severity index used in the overall evaluation of
the small bowel may not be suitable for the assessment of changes induced by treatments. These facts highlight the importance of defining
precisely the evolutive potential of each of the lesions visible with the
capsule, and probably of considering differently aphthous erosions and
superficial or deep ulcerations. For now, we can only extrapolate the
data demonstrating the importance of endoscopic healing observed in
colonoscopy and imagine that this will be the same for the capsule
.
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Risk of impaction of the capsule in Crohn’s disease
One of the limitations to the use of the capsule is the risk of impaction
in the event of stenosis of the small bowel. Surgery or endoscopic dilatation may then be necessary to recover the video capsule. The risk of
impaction is significantly increased in patients with known CD [22].
In 2009 [15] it was recommended that examination of the small bowel
by CT or MRI be performed to rule out stenosis. These recommendations did not take into account the possibility of eliminating the risk of
impaction by first ingesting a “dummy” capsule, the Patency Agile ®,
whose main feature is its ability to dissolve within a determined time
frame. Initial studies tested two generations of Patency Agile ®, with
different dissolution times, which explains the conflicting results obtained: in any case these results were insufficient to eliminate the risk
of impaction of the video capsule during a stenosis of the small bowel.
The latest-generation Patency Agile ® starts to dissolve from the 30th
hour after ingestion. Its passage intact within the allotted time, or disappearance on a radiological examination of the abdomen, can almost
completely eliminate the risk of impaction, with a yield at least equal, if
not superior, to that of conventionally used radiological examinations
[23]. In the updated recommendations [16], the Patency Agile ® can
be used equivalently to conventional radiological examinations to minimize the risk of capsule impaction. Moreover, if new patient management strategies and the early initiation of effective treatments to heal
the mucosa are applied, the risk of digestive stenosis should steadily
decrease and eventually disappear. This strategy would give a clear role
to capsule endoscopy in the monitoring of patients.

Conclusion
In parallel with the provision of effective new molecules for the treatment of IBD, therapeutic goals will change until macroscopic and even
histological healing of the digestive mucosa is achieved. The necessary
monitoring of the patients to ensure that these goals are attained requires the development of minimally or non invasive tools allowing
repeated follow-up of patients. Capsule endoscopy, given its characteristics and performance, would seem ideally suited to management
strategies for patients with IBD, not only in the initial diagnosis but
also for patient monitoring, as illustrated in figure 1.
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Known Crohn's disease
Complications with the capsule

Initial treatment

Incomplete or absent response
without acute complications

Response to treatment

Early capsule endoscopy

Capsule surveillance
(6 to 12 months)

Progressive
and/or very extensive lesion

Endoscopic remission

Reinforcement of the treatment

Discuss discontinuing
or maintaining treatment

Figure 1. Algorithm for Crohn’s disease.
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“ Video capsule endoscopy (VCE) devices have been refined and di-

versified: better resolution and adaptive image capture for Pillcam
SB3 ® (Given-Covidien), lateral panoramic view for Capsocam
® (Capsovision), and new transmission modalities for Mirocam
® (Intromedic). These latter two devices are being subject to diagnostic performance comparisons with Pillcam SB2 ®, although not
yet with SB3 ®. Some contraindications of VCE are being adressed
(SB2 and implantable cardiac equipment in particular). Validated
indications (obscure gastrointestinal bleeding, suspected Crohn’s disease) have now been integrated into international guidelines. Positive predictive factors for digestive bleeding have been identified: in
particular, an early examination by VCE (acute hospitalization, or
within seven days of bleeding) offers significant diagnostic gains.The
application of small bowel VCE is being refined for other indications,
such as resistance to a gluten-free diet in celiac disease (investigation
of patchy, or distal, lesions) and in certain polyposes (Peutz-Jeghers
and Lynch Syndrome).The capability of VCE to detect tumors of the
small bowel other than polyposes remains less than perfect.”
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Video capsule endoscopy (VCE) has become, within a decade, a key
examination in the exploration of the small intestine. The devices that
are commercially available are being perfected and diversified and their
indications are progressively expanding, while some of the contraindications are increasingly being addressed (stenoses, implantable electronic equipment).

Device
The original manufacturer, and still the market leader, Given Imaging,
has joined the multinational company, Covidien. Given Imaging – Covidien have recently marketed a new generation of capsule dedicated
to the small intestine (Pillcam SB3 ®), associated with a more intuitive
and user-friendly reading software (Rapid Reader 8 ®). The single
optical dome is in the axis of the capsule. The images of the Pillcam
system are transmitted by radio frequency to the recorder. The technical performance of SB3 has been improved, with, in particular, better
resolution, better illumination, adaptive image capture, and two-way
communication with the DR3 recorder1. Despite these substantial
technological improvements, there is currently no study available that
demonstrates an improvement in actual clinical benefit of SB3 in comparison with SB2 (evaluation in progress). The Pillcam ® capsule remains the most widely distributed and most widely evaluated clinically. A few studies are currently assessing the competing devices.
The Capsocam ® capsule (Capsovision) incorporates four optical
heads with lateral vision, and with a fixed depth of view, facing the
bowel wall and allowing a panoramic 360 ° view. Each camera captures five images per second for the first 2 ½ hours, then three images
per second. A motion sensor activates the image capture (both saving
battery life and potentially decreasing the duration of the reading).
The proposed system does not send images directly: the patient must
retrieve the device and return it to the operator. In a prospective, multicenter French study, Pioche et al. compared the Pillcam SB2 ® and
Capsocam SV-1 ® capsules [1]. Seventy-three patients ingested the
two capsules, in a random order, one hour apart, in an investigation
of occult gastrointestinal bleeding. Technical problems occurred in 11
cases (15.1%) with Capsocam ® (ingestion failure in 1 patient; cap1
See chapter V, “The small bowel video capsule: a new device for new levels
of performance ”, Gabriel Rahmi, pages 51-57.
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sule not recovered by 5 patients; recording error in 5 patients) and in
2 cases (2.7%) with SB2 (ingestion failure in 1 patient, recording error
in 1 patient). Analysis of the diagnostic performance was conducted
in the remaining 60 patients. The examinations were concordant in
49 patients (positive result with both devices in 23 patients, or 38.3%;
negative result with both devices in 26 patients, or 43.3%) and discordant in 11 patients (18.3%).
The analysis by intention to treat per patient (including technical
failures) showed a similar rate of positive diagnoses (Pillcam ® SB2:
43.8% versus Capsocam SV-1 ®: 38.4%; P = 0.79) with an acceptable
coefficient of concordance, k (0.60). The analysis by intention to treat
(including technical failures) per lesion (122 relevant lesions, P1 or
P2) showed a higher detection rate with Capsocam SV-1 ® (108 lesions; 88.5%) compared with Pillcam SB2 ® (85 lesions, 69.7%; P =
0.001). Average reading times were significantly shorter with Pillcam
SB2 ® (26 minutes) than with SV-Capsocam ® 1 (32 minutes) [1].
The Mirocam ® capsule uses a system of image transmission by electromagnetic field, with the patient’s body serving as a transmission
medium (low-voltage signals, with energy savings and extended examination time). A randomized, prospective, multicenter US study
compared Pillcam SB2 ® with Mirocam ® [2]. One-hundred-and-five
patients with occult gastrointestinal bleeding ingested each of the capsules consecutively, in a random order, with results evaluable for 89
patients. The results were concordant for 80 patients (normal for 46
patients, abnormal with both systems for the other 24 patients), with a
k coefficient of 0.55. The remaining 19 patients had discordant results
(7 cases positive with Pillcam SB2 ® only, 12 cases positive with Mirocam ® only). The detection capabilities of both systems were deemed
to be not statistically different, but the proportion of complete examinations of the small intestine was higher with the Mirocam ® capsule,
although this was not statistically significant (93.3% versus 84.3%; P
= 0.10) [2].

Tolerability
Among recent studies concerned with the contraindications or complications of VCE, several studies have been dedicated to the potential interference between the transmission systems of the endoscopic capsule
and other electronic devices (pacemakers, defibrillators, left ventricle
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assist devices). A review highlighted the lack of interference in vivo in
99 cases out of 100 [3]. A distance of 10 cm between the generator
and the electrodes appears to be sufficient to prevent all interference.
These risks should be considered to differ between the different types
of image transmission systems used. Although the product sheets emphasize that these interference risks represent contraindications, the
risks can now be considered to be reduced. Interactions with MRI
remain a contraindication – an abdominal X-ray without preparation
is still required after VCE and before performing an MRI.

Validated indications
Obscure gastrointestinal bleeding (without obvious cause after upper
endoscopy and colonoscopy), overt or occult, remains the main indication for VCE of the small bowel [4]. Three meta-analyzes (the most
recent in 2011) have confirmed that VCE (in the absence of modified
anatomy) has an equivalent diagnostic performance to double-balloon
enteroscopy, and should therefore be the preferred method of diagnosis, given its minimally invasive nature. In the indication of anemia or
obscure bleeding, VCE maintains its place as a first-line examination
procedure: a prospective, single-center study including 189 patients
with occult and obscure anemia showed a lesion detection rate of 79%
for VCE, significantly higher than by small bowel enterography with
enteroclysis (22%), noticeably for flat lesions. The rate for detection
during a VCE of lesions to which the anemia or bleeding can be attributed varies in different studies between 35% and 77%, with a therapeutic impact between 35% and 50%. Conversely, where the VCE outcome is normal, the likelihood of recurrent bleeding within six months
is around 4%. Some independent predictive factors of VCE positivity
have been defined in recent years: the early examination (within seven days or during hospitalization following an overt bleeding). The
use in emergency of the VCE in cases of overt bleeding is becoming
widespread. For example, studies suggest the use of VCE [5], by the
emergency physicians themselves. Other predictive factors for a VCE
are overt bleeding, the use of oral anticoagulants, chronic liver disease,
male gender, and advanced age.
The suspicion of Crohn’s disease after a normal colonoscopy is the
second validated indication for VCE. The diagnostic performance is
considered to be superior to that of cross-sectional examinations, in
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particular MRI enterography (sensitivity, 100% versus 81%, specificity,
91% versus 86%). In a large proportion of cases these examinations
are not necessarily in competition but rather are often complementary
in the suspicion and evaluation of Crohn’s disease in the small bowel.
The practice of VCE is now included in the recommendations of the
American and European expert societies (ECCO [European Crohn’s
and Colitis Organisation]). The risk of retention of the capsule in this
indication is equivalent to that encountered in the exploration of anemia/occult bleeding (in the order of 1%). Recent advances [6] in the
diagnostic performance of VCE and severity scores in IBD are detailed
in another chapter and will not be discussed here2.

Potential indications
Celiac disease
VCE has the potential to highlight patchy and/or distal small bowel lesions in a significant proportion of cases, especially in refractory situations, even after conventional radiologic and endoscopic evaluations
(figure 1). A recent meta-analysis [7] involving six studies including
166 patients determined the performance of VCE in the evaluation of
celiac disease, with a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity of 95%.

Tumors and polyposes
The capability of VCE to detect small bowel tumors is not perfect. A
pooled analysis of 24 prospective studies emphasized that the detection capacities of VCE are superior to those of small bowel transit time
and CT scan, but the proportion of lesions that are not noticed by
VCE is estimated to be around 20% [8]. Two recent studies suggested
a superiority of enterography with enteroclysis for this indication. In a
retrospective, single-center study including 17 patients, enterography
with enteroclysis detected a lesion in 94% of cases and VCE in 35% of
cases (P = 0.004). In a retrospective review considering 183 patients
with occult bleeding, 18 had tumors identified by double-balloon enteroscopy, 15 of whom had also undergone VCE. The VCE had only
identified a tumor in 5 cases [9]. When the hypothesis of a small bowel
2
See chapter VI : “The small intestine capsule and management of patients
with inflammatory bowel disease”, Arnaud Bourreille, pages 58-66.
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tumor in the presence of occult bleeding is considered, a negative exploration by video capsule endoscopy does not therefore necessarily
imply that digestive explorations should be discontinued.

Figure 1. Typical appearance of celiac disease in video
capsule endoscopy of the small bowel, showing the surface
relief of the squamous mucosa in front view and jagged
edges of the folds in profile, reflecting villous atrophy.

VCE and MRI are emerging as the best tools for the assessment of
Peutz-Jeghers syndrome (PJS) (figure 2).
A recent prospective study [10] conducted among 19 patients with
PJS polyps demonstrated comparable detection rates of VCE and
MRI for polyps > 15 mm, with better tolerance of the VCE, but better localization and estimation of polyp size by MRI. A study from
St. Mark’s Hospital 3 presented at the UEGW (United European Gastroenterology Week) in 2013, performed on a larger scale (83 patients,
76 VCE, 54 MRI), nevertheless suggested equivalent performance of
VCE and MRI with respect to the detection of polyps larger than 10
mm, localization, and size estimation. In this work, however, 6 polyps
larger than 15 mm were missed by VCE. These two techniques are still
3

Rameshshanker R, O´Rourke A, Butcher J, et al. Assessment of small
bowel polyps in peutz-jeghers syndrome: should mr enterography be the first line surveillance modality rather than capsule endoscopy? 21st United European Gastroenterology Week, Berlin, Allemagne.
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considered as complementary, and not in competition in the evaluation of these patients.

Figure 2. Hamartomatous jejunal polyp, typically pedunculated, observed using video capsule endoscopy in
Peutz-Jeghers polyposis.

The use of VCE in the detection of small bowel adenocarcinomas in
Lynch syndrome was evaluated in a study from the French Society
of Digestive Endoscopy [11]. Among 35 asymptomatic patients, 3
patients (8.6%) had a significant lesion detected by VCE (1 adenocarcinoma, 2 adenomas with low-grade dysplasia), while two of these
lesions were missed by enterography with enteroclysis. Similarly, according Samaha et al. 4, VCE appears to be superior to cross-sectional
imaging (MRI or CT) for the detection of tumors or polyps (8.4%
versus 4.9%) but not for the diagnosis of cancer (3.6% versus 3.2%) in
this condition.
The role of VCE in familial adenomatous polyposis remains marginal.
According to two prospective studies [12], VCE can detect jejunal or
ileal polyps in 24–57% of patients but the clinical value of this screening is modest and, conversely, evaluation of the duodenum by VCE
is insufficient (the papilla is visible in only 20–25% of examinations).
4

Samaha E, Rahmi G, Malamut G, et al. Impact diagnostique d’une
stratégie de surveillance prospective de l’intestin grêle chez les patients ayant un
syndrome de Lynch. JFHOD 2012, Paris, France.
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Conclusion and perspectives for clinical development
In recent years, the role of VCE in the exploration of unexplained
gastrointestinal bleeding and in Crohn’s disease has been consolidated. For other indications (tumors, polyposes, celiac disease) the
level of evidence for the use of VCE is still modest but VCE is nevertheless providing new opportunities, for which the diagnostic capabilities are becoming clearer. It can be noted that use of VCE is
expanding beyond the gastroenterological community – noticeably
among emergency physicians, pediatricians, and geriatricians – and
that it is now better accepted by cardiologists when electronic devices
for conduction disorders or heart failure are in place. Moreover, VCE
is now being used as an evaluation tool in research: for example, to
assess drugs capable of protecting the gut upon intake of non-steroidal
anti-inflammatory drugs [13].
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“The colon capsule, PillCam Colon2 ®, has been in development since

2009. As compared with the previous capsule, it incorporates technical advances that improve the quality of the images obtained and
the frequency of image capture during sequences in which the capsule
is propelled rapidly through a colonic segment. Studies comparing
this capsule with colonoscopy have shown a sensitivity of 87% and a
specificity of 79% for polyps ≥ 6 mm, with values of 89% and 92%
for polyps ≥ 10 mm. These results provide ground to consider PillCam Colon 2 ® for use in colorectal cancer screening. Studies will be
required to assess its effectiveness and its impact on healthcare costs,
particularly in comparison with immunological tests in the investigation of blood in the stools. Other indications are also being evaluated,
notably in the context of inflammatory bowel disease.”
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Initially developed for the examination of the small intestine, capsule
endoscopy has undergone technical developments that have enabled
its use for the examination of the colon. The PillCam Colon 2 ® capsule (Given Imaging Covidien GI Solutions) represents the latest
generation in capsule endoscopy for the examination of the colonic
mucosa. The aim of this overview is to summarize and to discuss studies comparing PillCam Colon 2 ® with colonoscopy.

Technical specifications
of the PillCam Colon 2 ® capsule
The PillCam Colon 2 ® capsule has been in development since 2009.
As for the previous version, PillCam Colon 1 ®, it differs from the
capsule used for exploration of the small intestine by the presence of
two optical systems, each capturing 4 images per second. The technical improvements to PillCam Colon 2 ® include an angle of view of
172 ° instead of 156 °, which allows a better examination of the colonic mucosa, and a capture frequency that can vary between 4 and 35
frames per second, providing a better visualization in colonic segments
where the capsule progresses rapidly, in particular in the transverse
colon. The recorder worn by the patient on his/her belt has also been
improved, allowing real time visualization of the images obtained by
the capsule, and including algorithms for detecting the presence of
the capsule in the small intestine that inform patients of the different
stages of the colonic preparation protocol.
In parallel with these technical advances in the capsule, the reading
software provided by Given Imaging (Rapid Access 8 ®) has also been
improved and includes a function to facilitate the estimation of polyp
size as well as the possibility of FICE-type electronic coloration (Fujifilm Inc. Omiya, Japan), which highlights polyp structure and the
changes in vasculature, as in conventional colonoscopy.

Comparative studies of the PillCam Colon 2 ® capsule
and colonoscopy
Since 2009, several studies have been conducted comparing PillCam
Colon 2 with colonoscopy, primarily for the detection of colorectal
polyps, with a view to assessing the effectiveness of the capsule in colorectal cancer screening. More recently, several comparative studies
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have also been performed in patients with ulcerative colitis.

Comparative studies of colorectal polyp detection
The first comparative study of PillCam Colon 2 ® was carried out by
Eliakim et al. [1] and indicated a sensitivity of 89% and a specificity
of 76% for the detection of polyps ≥ 6 mm in diameter. The results
for the PillCam Colon 2 capsule were considered to be better than
those of the Colon 1 capsule reported in several previous studies [24]. It should be noted that in this study the discordant cases between
capsule endoscopy and colonoscopy were reassessed retrospectively by
a panel of experts. This may have contributed to the improvement in
results between the two studies carried out by same group – one with
the Colon 1 ® capsule [2] and the other with the Colon 2 ® capsule
[1]. Furthermore, the specificity reported by these authors reflected a
large number of PillCam Colon 2 ® capsule false positives for polyps
≥ 6 mm that were not identified during colonoscopy.
A multicenter European study was subsequently carried out, including
117 patients with an average age of 60 years [5]. In this study, examination of the colonic mucosa involved the entire colon and rectum
in 88% of patients. This rate of “complete” examination was comparable to that previously reported with the Colon 1 capsule [2-4,6].
The per-patient analysis showed, for PillCam Colon 2 ®, a sensitivity
of 84% for polyps ≥ 6 mm and 88% for polyps ≥ 10 mm. Specificities
were, respectively, 64% and 95% for the detection of these polyps.
Three cancers were discovered during this study, all detected by PillCam Colon 2 ®. During the analysis of the results, half of the false negatives for PillCam Colon 2 ® were in fact errors in estimation of the
size of polyps with a diameter close to 6 mm, which had been noted as
< 6 mm from the capsule reading. More recently, a North American
study was published as an abstract [7]; this included 884 patients at
average risk for colorectal neoplasia. The sensitivity of PillCam Colon
2 ® was 88% for adenomas ≥ 6 mm and 92% for adenomas ≥ 10 mm,
with specificities of 82% and 95%, respectively. When the analysis was
based on all polyps, including hyperplastic polyps and serrated polyps,
the sensitivity was 81% for polyps ≥ 6 mm and 80% for polyps ≥ 10
mm, with specificities of 93% and 97%, respectively. This observation
may reflect the difficulty for the capsule to identify flat lesions such as
serrated adenomas.
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Finally, a recent study assessed the diagnostic yield of PillCam Colon 2 ® and of virtual colonoscopy in patients who were positive for
a fecal blood test [8]. Fifty patients with an average age of 59 years
were evaluated by the following three methods: capsule endoscopy,
virtual colonoscopy, and then conventional colonoscopy, considered
as the gold standard. Sixteen patients (32%) had at least one polyp ≥ 6
mm. The sensitivity and specificity of PillCam Colon 2 ® were 88.2%
and 87.8%, respectively, comparable to those of virtual colonoscopy:
88.2% sensitivity and 84.8% specificity. This study also included an
assessment of patient preference for one examination or the other, indicating that 78% of patients preferred the capsule endoscopy to the
virtual colonoscopy.

The colon capsule as a filter test before colonoscopy?
A first study with the Colon 1 ® capsule had tested this hypothesis
[6], considering the healthcare costs of the large number of “negative”
colonoscopies in everyday practice [9]. In this study, the indication for
colonoscopy in light of the colon capsule results was defined as the
presence of at least 1 polyp ≥ 5 mm, 3 polyps < 5 mm, or any other significant pathology: cancer, inflammatory bowel disease (IBD)... The
positive predictive value of the colon capsule to indicate colonoscopy
was 88% and the negative predictive value 76%, the latter being reduced by 8 false negatives with the capsule. Moreover, patient recruitment was not strictly that of a screening in the general population, as
many patients with digestive symptoms or a high risk of polyps were
included.
In a recent study, 62 patients with a positive immunoassay for detection of blood in the stool were examined by PillCam Colon 2 ®, and
then a conventional colonoscopy was performed the next day [10].
Colonoscopy, the reference examination, was completed in 94% of
cases and the diagnostic yield was 58%, with 29 adenomas, 1 cancer,
2 cases of colitis, and 1 solitary rectal ulcer. The sensitivity of PillCam
Colon 2 ® to detect all types of polyps was 95%, specificity 65%, positive predictive value 79%, and negative predictive value 90%. When
only the 18 patients who had a significant lesion by colonoscopy were
considered, the sensitivity of PillCam Colon 2 ® was 89%, specificity
96%, positive predictive value 89%, and negative predictive value 96%.
The authors concluded that the colon capsule could be considered as
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a filter test for the indication of colonoscopy.

Studies comparing colon capsule endoscopy and colonoscopy in ulcerative colitis (UC).
A few recent studies have evaluated the feasibility of examining the
colon by colon capsule endoscopy in patients with UC. A first study in 100 patients using the Colon 1 capsule, carried out by Sung
et al. [11], showed a rather high rate of incomplete examination,
with 10% of patients not having expelled the capsule during the registration time period. Compared with colonoscopy performed on
the same day, the capsule had a sensitivity of 89%, specificity 75%,
positive predictive value 93%, and negative predictive value 63%, to
detect the presence of inflammatory lesions of the colonic mucosa.
A study that was also conducted in Asia, including 40 patients with
UC and performed using PillCam Colon 2 ®, showed a high rate of
capsule retention in the colon, as it was only expelled in 66% of cases
[12]. The correlation between conventional colonoscopy and PillCam
Colon 2 ® was good for the detection of inflammatory lesions of the
colonic mucosa. A single-center Spanish study that included 42 patients also showed a good concordance (k = 0.75) for the endoscopic level of severity and the assessment of the extent of lesions (k =
0.71) [13]. Finally, a study of 26 patients found a similar concordance
between capsule endoscopy and colonoscopy for the severity (k =
0.75; P < 0.001) and the extent (k = 0.52; P < 0.001) of lesions [14].

Discussion
Comparison of the results obtained with PillCam Colon 1 ® and PillCam Colon 2 ® for the detection of colorectal polyps shows a better
sensitivity of the second-generation capsule, but the number of studies
available with the latter capsule is limited and there are differences in
colonic preparation protocols between the different studies that may
have influenced the results [1-8,15]. The quality of colonic preparation
is an important factor that influences the diagnostic yield of the colon
capsule as well as the rate of examinations completed (with expulsion
of the capsule during the time of recording). A study comparing two
preparation protocols [16] showed that the protocol used significantly
influenced the rate of full examinations and the transit time of the cap-
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sule through the colon, without affecting the diagnostic sensitivity and
specificity of the capsule.
The capability of the endoscopic capsule to detect colorectal polyps
also depends on the size and type of polyps. Table 1 summarizes the
different comparative studies carried out with PillCam Colon 1 ® and
PillCam Colon 2 ®, separating polyps into ≥ 6 mm and ≥ 10 mm categories. The variability of the analysis criteria between the studies makes
the comparison difficult, in particular for polyps ≥ 10 mm, which were
only defined as a specific group in a small number of PillCam Colon
1® studies. Nevertheless, it can noted that PillCam Colon 2 ® shows a
better diagnostic yield that can be explained by the technical advances
that improve the image quality of this capsule, and in addition by the
growing experience of the readers who participated in most of the studies concerning the two types of capsule. Furthermore, the study presented by Rex et al. [7] analyzed polyps ≥ 6 mm, polyps ≥ 10 mm, and
all polyps grouped together, regardless of their size and shape. It would
seem that capsule endoscopy has a lower sensitivity in this latter category, notably by recognizing less easily flat or serrated polyps.
The colon capsule will find, primarily, a future clinical use in screening for colorectal cancer. Two studies have evaluated the colon capsule as a “filter test” for the indication of colonoscopy [6,10]. These
have shown encouraging results, but it should be noted that one study
was performed in a group of patients who were symptomatic or at
high risk of colorectal cancer [6] and the other study involved patients
who had a positive fecal blood test [10]. Nevertheless, in that study,
the colonic capsule showed a very high negative predictive value, and
therefore reliability for ruling out the indication of colonoscopy. This
negative predictive value will increase even further when populations
at medium or low risk of colorectal cancer are studied, as is the case in
general population screening. Future studies conducted under strict
screening conditions should demonstrate the advantages of this approach, in particular in reducing healthcare costs related to screening
for colorectal cancer [19]. The effectiveness of the colon capsule in this
screening strategy, and its impact on healthcare costs, should be evaluated against fecal blood immunoassays. Colon capsule endoscopy
may in fact be proposed for ambulatory use, the recorder being able
to warn the patient of the different times of the protocol of colonic
washes [20].
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Table 1. Detection of colorectal polyps by the PillCam Colon ® capsule: comparison of the PillCam Colon 1 and PillCam Colon 2 capsules.
Patients (n)

PillCam Colon 1

≥ 6mm
Sensiti-

PillCam Colon 2

≥ 10mm

vity (%)

Specificity
(%)

Sensitivity (%)

≥ 6mm

Specificity Sensiti(%)
vity (%)

≥ 10mm

Specificity
(%)

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity
(%)

Eliakim et al.[2]

91

56

69

-

-

Schoofs et al. [3]

41

60

73

-

-

Van Gossum et al.
[4]
Sieg et al. [17]

332

64

84

60

98

38

55

96

Gay et al. [6]

128

76

76

80

100

Pilz et al. [18]

62

79

55

-

-

Sacher-Huvelin et
al. [15]

545

39

88

-

-

Eliakim et al. [1]

104

89

76

88

89

Spada et al. [5]

117

84

64

88

95

Rondonotti et al.
[8]
Rex et al. [7]

50

88

84

88

87

884

88

93

92

97

87

79

89

92

Average

61

76

70

99
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Conclusion
Studies conducted to date with PillCam Colon 2 ® have confirmed
the results obtained with the previous version and shown a better
diagnostic yield for the detection of colorectal polyps. Future studies
should focus on demonstrating the effectiveness of PillCam Colon 2
® in colorectal cancer screening and on evaluating its impact on the
healthcare costs associated with this screening. Other indications, notably in patients with inflammatory bowel disease, are currently being
evaluated.
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‘‘ Optical colonoscopy is the standard method for evaluating the colon.

However, in routine clinical practice the cecal intubation rate is often
suboptimal. CT colonography (CTC) has been recommended as the
imaging modality of choice in cases of incomplete colonoscopy. Alternatively, colon capsule endoscopy (CCE) is a new, minimally invasive, painless endoscopic technique that is able to explore the colon
without requiring sedation, gas insufflation, and radiation exposure.
In several studies, CCE was performed to complement a previous incomplete colonoscopy, being able to visualize the colonic segments not
seen by previous incomplete colonoscopy. Recently, a study compared
the performance of CCE and CTC. One-hundred consecutive patients with a previous incomplete colonoscopy underwent CCE and
CTC followed by colonoscopy in the case of positive findings on
either test. CCE and CTC were both able to achieve complete colonic
evaluation in 98% of cases. In a per-patient analysis for polyps ≥ 6
mm, CCE detected 24 patients (24.5%) and CTC detected 12 patients (12.2%). Positive predictive values for polyps ≥ 6 mm and ≥
10 mm were 96% and 85.7%, and 83.3% and 100%, for CCE and
CTC, respectively. No missed cancers occurred at clinical follow-up
of a mean of 20 months.The overall diagnostic yield of CCE was superior to CTC (mainly because of a higher accuracy for small and/or
nonpolypoid lesions). In conclusion, CCE is a highly technically feasible examination for patients with previously incomplete colonoscopy
and it should be considered as a first-choice technique in such a setting.’’
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Incomplete colonoscopy: a practical challenge
Optical colonoscopy is the standard method for evaluating the colon
[1]. This technique allows evaluation of the entire colon in most patients. Cecal intubation is associated with an increased detection rate
of advanced neoplasia, as 33–50% of advanced neoplasias are located
in the proximal colon [2]. Despite a recommendation of ≥ 90% and ≥
95% cecal intubation rates in routine clinical practice and in screening
colonoscopies, respectively [3], the actual cecal intubation rate is often
suboptimal [4-11]. After an incomplete optical colonoscopy, patients
are required to undergo another test in order to exclude clinically relevant lesions and to reduce the risk of proximal cancer, which has been
shown to increase twofold when colonoscopy is incomplete [12]. Both
endoscopic and radiological options to complete the colon assessment
have been available in recent decades. Multiple alternative endoscopic techniques – such as colonoscopy with thinner colonoscopes,
gastroscopes, and device-assisted enteroscopes – have been described
[13, 14]. However, none of these has been clearly standardized. Alternatively, double-contrast barium enema (DCBE) has traditionally
been used to image the colon after failed or incomplete colonoscopy.
However, data from the National Polyp Study Work Group already
indicated a disappointing 48% sensitivity of DCBE for > 10 mm
polyps [15]. CT colonography (CTC) has also been recommended by
the American Gastroenterological Association (AGA) as the imaging
modality of choice in cases of incomplete colonoscopy [16]. In large,
randomized trials in symptomatic patients [17, 18], CTC has been
shown to be substantially more effective than DCBE – and equally as
effective as colonoscopy – for the detection of large colorectal polyps
and already-developed colorectal cancers.

Colon capsule endoscopy: a valid option ?
Colon capsule endoscopy (CCE) (Given Imaging Ltd, Yoqneam, Israel) is a new, minimally invasive, painless endoscopic technique that
is able to explore the colon without requiring sedation, gas insufflation, and radiation exposure. Recently, a second-generation CCE has
been released that provides a higher frame rate and a larger -angle lens
[19,20]. Preliminary data suggest that CCE is a feasible and safe tool
for visualization of the colonic mucosa in patients with incomplete
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colonoscopy without stenosis, being able to guide further work-up
[21-23]. CCE has also recently been approved by the FDA, specifically for a previously incomplete colonoscopy. However, studies comparing CCE with radiological imaging, and in particular with CTC,
are lacking. Potential advantages of CCE over CTC are the lack of
ionizing radiation, the limited availability of CTC due to saturation of
the time-machine with other indications, and the possibility to directly
visualize the colorectal mucosa by CCE.
In several studies [21-27], CCE was proven to be able to complement
a previous incomplete colonoscopy, being able to visualize the colonic
segments not visualized by previous incomplete conventional colonoscopy. Finally, CCE detected additional findings that would have been
missed as they were localized in unseen segments(table 1).
Table 1. Summary of studies that used Colon capsule
endoscopy (CCE) in case of incomplete colonoscopy.

Number
of patients

Completeness
(%)

Pioche et al.

107

83

CCE
Complementary
Findings (%)
34

Alarcon-Fernandez
et al. [22]
Triantafyllou et al.

34

85

23.5

75

90.7

44

Spada et al.

100

98

24*

Nogales et al.
(UEGW, 2013)
Baltes et al.

96

93

45* °°

74

95

49/28* °°

[25]

[23]
[26]

[27]

* significant polyps; °° cancers.
Nogales O, et al. Utility of colon capsule endoscopy after an incomplete colonoscopy.
Multicentric spanish study. UEGW 2013 P 793
UEGW: United European Gastroenterology Week.

In detail, regarding full papers, few studies, all performed using the
first generation of colon capsule, have evaluated the role of CCE in
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patients with an incomplete colonoscopy [22, 23, 25]. Pioche et al.
[25] reported for the first time, in a prospective multicenter series of
107 patients (i.e. 77 with a colonoscopy failure and 30 with a contraindication), a 93% capsule completion rate and a 33.6% CCE diagnostic
yield. Alarcon-Fernandez et al. [22] evaluated the effects of CCE on
medical decision-making in patients with incomplete colonoscopy in
34 patients. These authors reported that CCE was able to exceed the
most proximal point reached by conventional colonoscopy in 85% of
patients and to allow formulation of a specific medical plan in 59% of
patients. Triantafyllou et al. [23] studied 75 patients who underwent
CCE either immediately after incomplete colonoscopy, or rescheduled
to a different day. CCE reached or went beyond the colonic segment
where colonoscopy stopped in 91% of patients and detected additional
findings in 44% of patients . Data available in the literature, thus, homogenously suggest that CCE can be considered as a complementary
procedure in cases of incomplete colonoscopy and can yield significant
findings

Head-to-head comparison of CCE and CTC
Despite previously published trials on either of the two techniques,
the comparison between CCE (using the second generation of colon capsule) and CTC in this group of patients was never evaluated.
Recently, a study [26] was published with the aim to compare the
performances of CCE and CTC in a prospective cohort of patients
with a previously incomplete colonoscopy. Consecutive patients with a
previous incomplete colonoscopy underwent CCE and CTC followed
by colonoscopy in the case of positive findings on either test (polyps/
mass lesions ≥ 6 mm). CTC was performed either after colon capsule
excretion or 10–12 hours post ingestion. Since the gold standard colonoscopy was performed only in positive cases, both diagnostic yield
and positive predictive values of CCE and CTC were used as study
endpoints. As patients underwent CCE and CTC on the same day, the
regimen of preparation that is usually recommended was slightly modified [21] (Table 2). Briefly, this consisted of the standard regimen
of preparation for CCE as previously described, with the inclusion of
sodium-amidotrizoate and meglumine-amidotrizoate (75 mL) (Gastrografin, Bayer, Italy), which was added to the sodium-phosphate
booster for fecal tagging.
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Table 2. Regimen of preparation for Colon capsule
endoscopy (CCE) used in the comparison of CCE and
CT colonography (CTC) [26].

Schedule
Day -2
Day -1

Exam-day

Bedtime

Intake
Senna, 4 tb (48 mg)

All Day

Clear Liquid Diet

Evening

2 L PEG

7-9 am

2 L PEG

10 am
(~ 1h after last
intake of PEG)

Capsule Ingestion*

After
small bowel
detection

1st Boost
40 mL NaP + 1 L water
with Gastrografin***
(50 mL)

3 hours after
1st Boost

2nd Boost
**20 mL NaP
+ 0.5 L water with Gastrografin*** (25 mL)

2 hours after
2nd Boost

Suppository
**10 mg Bisacodyl

* 10 mg metoclopramide tablet if capsule delayed in stomach > 1
hour; ** Only if capsule not excreted yet; *** Sodium-amidotrizoate
and meglumine-amidotrizoate.

One hundred patients were enrolled. CCE and CTC were both able
to achieve complete colonic evaluation in 98% of cases. In a per-patient analysis for polyps ≥ 6 mm, CCE detected 24 patients (24.5%)
and CTC detected 12 patients (12.2%). The relative sensitivity of
CCE compared with CTC was 2.0 (95% CI, 1.34–2.98), indicating
a significant increase in sensitivity for lesions ≥ 6 mm. Regarding diagnostic yield for large polyps (≥ 10 mm), these values were 5.1% for
CCE and 3.1% for CTC, respectively (relative sensitivity: 1.67 [95%
CI, 0.69–4.00]). Positive predictive values for polyps ≥ 6 mm and ≥ 10
mm were 96% and 85.7%, and 83.3% and 100%, for CCE and CTC,
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respectively. No missed cancer occurred at clinical follow-up of a mean
of 20 months. The Authors concluded that both CCE and CTC were
of comparable efficacy in completing colon evaluation after incomplete colonoscopy. However, the overall diagnostic yield of colon
capsule endoscopy was superior to CTC. Interestingly, the superiority
of CCE appears mainly to be related to a higher accuracy for small
and/or nonpolypoid lesions. This is in line with the suboptimal sensitivity of CTC for such lesions already shown in previous head-to-head
CTC-colonoscopy series [28-39]. Such superiority of CCE over CTC
challenges the clinical recommendation of CTC for patients with a
previously incomplete colonoscopy, with the exception of those with
a colonic stricture. In settings where CCE is already available, CCE
should always be considered in the case of incomplete colonoscopy
and the choice between CCE and CTC will depend on local expertise,
patient acceptance, and economic resources.
To note, CCE completion and excretion rates observed in this trial
were higher than those observed in previous trials [19; 20]. The volume effect caused by Gastrografin that was included in the regimen
of preparation in this trial [26] might have had a role in enhancing the
propulsion of the capsule through the colon, and might also have had
an effect on the quality of colonic preparation. In this trial, a high rate
of good quality examinations was observed with both CCE and CTC.
Hence, the overall quality rate was judged adequate in 83% (95% CI
74%-90%) and 90% (95% CI 82%-95%) of cases, respectively [26].

Directions for future research
The role of CCE in cases of a previously incomplete colonoscopy has
been widely explored in recent years. To date, there is good evidence
that CCE is a highly technically feasible examination for patients with
previously incomplete colonoscopy, being able to complete the vast
majority of previously incomplete colonoscopies and to detect significant findings not visualized by incomplete colonoscopy. Nevertheless,
there are some issues that still need to be clarified. These mainly relate
to the timing of capsule endoscopy after incomplete colonoscopy and
to how to proceed with the preparation if CCE is performed immediately after colonoscopy. It would be important to know if CCE is
feasible and can be performed immediately after an incomplete colonoscopy. This would be crucial since patients would not be asked to
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perform an additional preparation and it would allow Endoscopists
to complete colonoscopy the same day without referring the patient
to other physicians and/or sessions. It is basically unknown how to
proceed with the preparation if CCE is feasible immediately after incomplete colonoscopy. In particular, it is not known if in such cases
the regimen of preparation for CCE may be limited to the administration of boosters or if additional doses of lavage solutions are required.

Conclusion
Data available in the literature suggest that CCE is a highly technically
feasible examination for patients with previously incomplete colonoscopy and that it should be considered as a first-choice technique in
such setting.
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F

rench National Colon Capsule Endoscopy
Observatory (ONECC)

Evaluation and first lessons
Jean-Christophe Saurin

On behalf of the comité scientifique de l’Oservatoire national de l’endoscopie
par capsule colique (ONECC) : Robert Benamouzig, Antoine De Leusse,
Edouard Chabrun, Christophe Cellier (France).

“ Diagnostic endoscopy by colon capsule endoscopy is now capable

of
detecting significant colorectal neoplastic lesions (> 6 mm) with a
sensitivity of around 90%. One very specific organization in France,
the ONECC, has promoted the training of hundreds of gastroenterologists, the routine use of the capsule in 145 active centers, and
the inclusion of 1,200 patients in a prospective cohort. Although the
scientific potential of this observatory is still far from fully exploited,
the development of colon capsule endoscopy in France is a model
of efficiency and rigor. The potential of this observatory in terms of
research and analysis of current practices is substantial. The rapidity
of case inclusions and the practical feasibility clearly show that there
is a role in clinical practice for this diagnostic tool. The place of colon
capsule endoscopy in the colorectal cancer screening arsenal remains
to be defined. However its use in indications which are currently
those for virtual colonoscopy is now unquestionable, due to its simplicity, safety, absence of irradiation, and sensitivity, in comparison
with other modalities.”
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French National Colon Capsule Endoscopy
Observatory: history and rationale
The French National Colon Capsule Endoscopy Observatory (“Observatoire national de l’endoscopie par capsule colique”, ONECC) was
conceived and established in 2011 as a monitoring center equipped
with an e-CRF (electronic case report form) platform, jointly managed
by the French Society of Digestive Endoscopy (“Société française d’endoscopie digestive”, SFED), the Gastroenterological Groups Reflection
Team (“Club de réflexion des cabinets et groupes d’hépato-gastroentérologie”, CREGG), and the firm, Given Imaging. The reasons justifying
the establishment of this monitoring center were:
- the commercialization of Pillcam Colon 2 ® in France, authorized by
the CE (European conformity) mark (September 2009);
- reliable scientific data regarding the good sensitivity of the second-generation colon capsule for the detection of polyps of a significant size
(> 5 mm) [1,2];
- substantial pre-existing experience of the use of colon capsule endoscopy in France, through the implementation of prospective, multicenter national studies for indications of colorectal cancer screening, as
well as for the indications endorsed by the ONECC [3,4];
- the need to regulate the use of this new device in current practice, to
define the indications and standardized modalities for use.
The ONECC was structured into a Steering Committee, responsible
for the overall organization and management of the monitoring center,
and a Scientific Committee comprising individuals recognized as experts (through experience and publications) in the field and who are,
to a large extent, representatives of SFED. The organization respects
the rule, at the Steering Committee level, of an equal representation
of the public and private sectors. The ONECC, and in particular its
Scientific Committee, works closely with the SFED “Capsule Committee”, especially in the development of colon capsule training modules.

Indications for colonoscopy by video capsule endoscopy
endorsed by the ONECC Scientific Committee
Several medical conditions endorsed by the SFED, which correspond
to valid indications for virtual colonoscopy as recommended by the
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French National Authority for Health (“Haute autorité de santé”,
HAS), may be within the scope of a colon video capsule examination:
1. incomplete optical colonoscopy, not related to the presence of an
organic colorectal stenosis or a poor preparation (except in cases of
poor compliance of the preparation protocol by the patient);
2. severe comorbidities, contraindicating the performance of an optical
colonoscopy, in particular where there are risks and contraindications
related to anesthesia;
3. refusal of the optical colonoscopy examination by the patient after receiving information regarding the risks of not performing optical
colonoscopy and the current limitations of colon capsule endoscopy
(CCE).

Activity of the ONECC
Training
Around 20 ONECC training courses have been carried out, each
involving 20 to 30 gastroenterologists, with over 500 practitioners
trained in the use of CCE (principles, implementation, preparation,
reading, interpretation). In France, 145 centers are currently active in
this procedure, each with at least one trained gastroenterologist. This
includes an equal representation in public and private centers.
Training in the use of colon capsule endoscopy has been evaluated
in part, and this has resulted in a conference communication emphasizing the importance of training dedicated specifically to the use of
CCE. This CCE training should be clearly distinct from training and
evaluation of competence in capsule endoscopy in general [5]. These
courses are expected to evolve towards a quantified assessment of the
practices using software developed for training in the use of CCE.
This CCE practice may be incorporated into the ongoing professional
development program of gastroenterologists. The practical skills that
will be assessed and that will be taught to the current state of the art
are: quality of detection of adenomas and other polyps; specificity of
this detection; evaluation of the bowel preparation. The teaching program also includes the modalities of the procedure, the principles of
the ONECC charter, and, finally, an update on scientific knowledge
concerning CCE.
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Practice of colon capsule endoscopy
As of June 1st 2014, 1,250 CCE examinations had been carried out
under the framework of the ONECC in France, in 145 active centers including practitioners who have signed the ONECC partnership
agreement [6]. The rate of inclusion (figure 1) clearly highlights the
practical value and role of the examination in the diagnostic arsenal of
the gastroenterologist.
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Figure 1. ONECC inclusion curve in France (actual in
blue, theoretical in red).

The indications for these examinations have been perfectly respected
and are divided in almost equal parts between the three recommended
indications. One single examination was performed outside of these indications, in a heart-transplant patient after the approval of the Scientific Committee of ONECC was obtained, as specified in the ONECC
regulations. Technically, relatively few problems have been reported,
confirming the feasibility of use of this examination in everyday practice, under the right conditions. Finally, bowel preparation was estimated as good (data not verified by a second reading) in 80% of examinations (excellent or good on a scale of 4). Impressively, relatively
few second opinions regarding the images obtained from the capsule
have been requested from the Scientific Committee (in contrast to
the multitude of requests relating to current use of the small bowel
capsule). One possible explanation for this is the relative simplicity of
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interpretation of these images by practitioners who are experienced in
the analysis of colorectal images, in addition to the relative similarity
of capsule images with colonoscopic images.

Evaluation of colon capsule endoscopy practice
The ONECC observatory is not closed in terms of inclusions, thus
the collection of results relating to diagnostic performance is partial.
These results will be the subject of a scientific publication. As of December 31st 2013, examination by video capsule from the colon to
the anus had been complete in 829 patients, allowing the detection of
polyps larger than 5 mm in 16–25% of patients for whom the use of
colon capsule endoscopy had been justified (failure of, contraindication to, or refusal of, colonoscopy) (figure 2). The capsule is thus useful
in practice, detecting lesions of a significant size in around 20% of
patients (and at least one polyp in 38% of patients)..
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Figure 2. Prevalence of significant colorectal polyps (> 5
mm diameter) according to the ONECC indications for
colon capsule endoscopy.

Concerning the analysis of practice, it is interesting to note that 23% of
examinations, despite showing no significant polyp (> 6 mm) nevertheless
led the gastroenterologist to perform a colonoscopy. The analysis of these
45 cases was carried out using data from the e-CRF. This indicates that the
principal practical problem encountered is the question of how to proceed
in cases where small polyps are present (43/45 cases, 95.5%). Gastroentero-
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logists tend to privilege the option of colonoscopy, even for small colorectal
lesions. The results of these colonoscopies are still pending, and the important goal of the ONECC is (as soon as possible) to be able to complete this
data collection.

Perspectives
The aims of the ONECC in 2015 are as follows:
- complete the data collection, in particular data regarding colonoscopies, lesions detected, lesions treated, and histological results.
These tasks will require time and effort and are currently being organized;
- continue clinical activity, which appears to be important and useful
in light of the rapid constitution of the cohort, both in the public and
private sectors;
- develop collaborative research projects based on existing centers
of expertise (cancer screening, bowel preparation, comparison with
virtual colonoscopy, new indications) and the IT network already in
place, probably with an upgrade of the e-CRF;
- optimize and evaluate training and competence in CCE.
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“ Colorectal cancer is a major public health issue. Colorectal cancer

screening should be adapted to the level of risk. In subjects with high
or very high risk, screening is carried out by colonoscopy.Where there
is average risk, the basis of screening is an immunological fecal test
performed every two years.This test, which is now available in 2015,
can detect 7–8 out of 10 cancers, instead of just 3–4 for the Hemoccult ® test previously used. Increasing the participation of the target
population is the major challenge in this action. The role of general
practitioners and their corresponding gastroenterologists is central to
this increase in participation. Colonoscopy could also be considered
for people at average risk if there is a particular demand and if the
risk–benefit ratio is clearly stated. Other tools may also be useful in
specific circumstances: the fecal DNA test, rectosigmoidoscopy, and
colon capsule endoscopy.”
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A public health issue
Approximately 42,000 new cases of colorectal cancer are diagnosed
each year in France. The lifetime risk for an individual of developing
a colorectal cancer is in the order of 3–4%, with a very low risk before the age of 50 years that then steadily increases. Despite significant
therapeutic advances and the possibility of earlier detection at a stage
when the prognosis is more favorable, colorectal cancer remains the
second leading cause of cancer mortality.

Increased risk
Individuals who have already had an adenoma or colorectal cancer,
and those with at least one first-degree relative with a colorectal polyp
or cancer have an increased relative risk, of between 2 and 4, depending on the age of onset and the type of index lesion [1].
The risk of colorectal cancer is also increased in Crohn’s disease and
ulcerative colitis (relative risk of approximately 2). This risk is observed
when the inflammation has been poorly controlled, when it has been
present for more than 10 years, when more than half of the colon is
affected, and when sclerosing cholangitis or a family history of colon
cancer are present [2].
The risk of colorectal cancer is very high in certain rare genetic conditions, such as familial adenomatous polyposis – linked to mutations in
the APC gene (almost 100% risk of developing a cancer) or linked to
MYH gene defects (relative risk greater than 30) – as well as Lynch
syndrome (greater than 60% risk of developing a cancer).
The cancers diagnosed in these groups at high and very high risk represent approximately 20% of all colorectal cancers. The systematic
identification of these circumstances and the implementation of regular surveillance by colonoscopy should allow for the management of
most of this risk. The establishment of organized networks has facilitated progress, which should be further pursued [3].
It is recommended that all people over 40 years of age who have symptoms suggestive of colorectal cancer, both clinical – such as recent
changes in bowel frequency (positive predictive value 14%) or rectal bleeding (positive predictive value 8%) –, or biological – such as
iron-deficiency anemia without a gynecological explanation (positive
predictive value 10%) –, consider undergoing a colonoscopy [4].
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How to screen the “average-risk” population?
A “slow” natural history facilitating the screening
Most colorectal cancers are described as sporadic, that is they develop
in subjects with none of the risk factors that are currently clearly identified. These sporadic cancers develop slowly over several years from
benign precancerous lesions, or from adenomatous or serrated polyps.
At the asymptomatic stage, advanced polyps and cancers can be the
basis of intermittent occult bleeding. This bleeding can be identified
in the stool by chemical (guaiac test, such as Hemoccult ®) or immunological (antibody against human hemoglobin) methods. The current
screening program is based on this principle.

Hemoccult ® : France at the forefront
of organized screening
Performance of the Hemoccult ® test every two years can lead to a
reduction of around 30% in colorectal cancer mortality in subjects
participating in the screening program. This screening test has the advantage of being relatively simple and acceptable, safe, inexpensive,
and with a proven efficacy. When the Hemoccult test is positive, which
is the case in 2–3% of the subjects tested, a colonoscopy should be performed, which will generally reveal a cancer in just under 1 in 10 cases.
After pilot programs were implemented in the early 2000s, colorectal
cancer screening was generalized throughout the whole territory from
2008. France is thus one of the first countries to have proposed this
test to all persons covered by social insurance aged between 50–74
years, as part of an organized program. One of the principal limitations
of this program is insufficient participation, which has declined over
time to around 32% of the target population according to the most
recent estimates by the French National Institute for Health Surveillance (“Institut national de veille sanitaire”). This can be compared
with the participation observed in the United Kingdom, which is of
the order of 60%. The efficiency of a screening program depends not
only on the performance of the test but also on the participation rate.
The active involvement of general practitioners, which is an essential
element of effectiveness in colorectal cancer screening, varies widely
between different French “departments” (administrative regions) and
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would seem to be diminishing over time.

Immunological tests; technical and conceptual progress
The French National Authority for Health (“Haute autorité de santé”,
HAS) recommended a switch to the use of immunological blood tests
from 2008 onwards, as this method of detection of blood in the stool is
more effective. However, a tender procedure was only implemented by
the Public Health Insurance Fund (“Caisse nationale d’assurance maladie”), on government instruction, in 2014. The deployment of the new
test is scheduled at the beginning of 2015. Whilst these immunological
tests are still fecal tests, they require only a single stool sample, collected with a swab, as opposed to the Hemoccult ® test that requires six
samples: two samples from three consecutive stools, collected using a
spatula that is less easy to use. This test should, thus, be better accepted
and better achieved by target individuals; an increase in participation
somewhere between 0% and 15% is anticipated. Unlike that of the
Hemoccult ® test, reading of the immunoassays is automated, which
reduces the risk of human error. The cost will be broadly similar: although the unit cost is a little higher, the cost-effectiveness is similar.
At the chosen positivity threshold, the immunoassays can detect 7–8
cancers in 10, instead 3–4 cancers in 10 for the Hemoccult ® test
(Table 1). They also detect three to four times as many advanced adenomas [5]. This ability to detect cancers at an early stage as well as advanced adenomas should allow not only the prevention of cancer deaths
(cancers detected at an early stage), but also, ultimately, a reduction
in the number of cancers (adenomas detected being removed during
colonoscopy). General practitioners are at the heart of this screening
program, as a test is performed more than 8 times out of 10 when it
is actually prescribed by them. They must, therefore, be heavily involved in this change. Gastroenterologists, who are key partners in this
action, as shown by the investment of their learned societies, need to
motivate their general practitioner colleagues to increase participation.
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Table 1. Comparison of the key characteristics of the Hemoccult ® test and immunological tests.

Hemoccult ®

Immunological test

Estimated sensitivity to
detect a cancer (%)

30 to 40

70 to 80

Estimated sensitivity
to detect an advanced
adenoma (%)

10

35

Number of colonoscopies to detect a cancer
(after a positive test)

15

10 to 15

Other screening methods
Many other biological and morphological methods are available or
being evaluated.
The detection of anomalies in fecal DNA (investigation of deleterious mutations and/or methylation anomalies associated with colon
carcinogenesis) coupled with an immunological fecal blood test has
been proven to be superior in terms of sensitivity compared with the
immunological fecal blood test alone [6]. The specific contribution
of seeking such DNA abnormalities remains moderate, however, in
comparison with the completion of a fecal immunological test alone
(18% gain in sensitivity for detecting cancer). The contribution of this
approach will show its cost-effectiveness when the proposed cost is
known.
Several blood tests have been developed, mostly based on the detection
of abnormalities in circulating DNA, in particular abnormal methylation, with promising results. However, the results are still insufficient
(positive predictive value in the order of 30%) for these tests to be
considered for use at the level of large populations, despite their advantages in terms of acceptability [7]. Moreover, none of the available
blood tests have a good detection for advanced adenomas. Alternative
blood tests based on RNA or proteome analysis are still at the stage of
preliminary studies [8].
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Colonoscopy proposed as a first-line screen from the age of 50 or 55
years is considered as an option for colorectal cancer screening in
countries such as Germany, Poland, and the United States. The acceptability of this method is low when it is systematically proposed to the
general population, with a rate of between 20% and 25% [9]. Participation seems to be higher, around 50%, when the examination is proposed by a general practitioner [10]. The number of colonoscopies that
need to be performed in order to detect a cancer or advanced adenoma
depends on age and sex, varying from 46 colonoscopies for a 45-yearold woman to 10 colonoscopies for a 60-year-old man, figures that are
close to those observed after a positive fecal test [9, 11]. The decrease
in specific mortality expected after undergoing a screening colonoscopy remains to be quantified precisely, available estimates varying
between 50–90%, depending on the study [12]. Ongoing interventional studies, NordiCC, COLONPREV, CONFIRM, and SAVE, should
allow a clarification of these figures. Colonoscopy first-line screening
strategies appear to be less cost-effective than screening based on fecal tests (fecal immunochemical test, FIT) [13]. The contribution of
new endoscopic techniques – such as the increased lateral viewing
allowed by the Fuse (Full Spectrum ™ Endoscopy; vision at 330 °) or
“Third Eye”, technologies, or by use of a centering balloon and vital
or electronic chromoendoscopy – and also the contributions of policies
facilitating the better quality of the colonoscopies performed, need to
be clarified in the context of screening.
The protective role of a screen by rectosigmoidoscopy, once or repeated every 10 years, has been demonstrated by several randomized
studies, with a decrease of around 20% in specific mortality [12]. The
main problem of this technique, as for colonoscopy, is its poor acceptability (30% uptake).
The coloscanner with air insufflation has been proposed by some authors for use in colorectal cancer screening [14]. Its sensitivity to detect
patients having at least one adenoma greater than 6 mm has been estimated as 76%, but this varies depending on the center and technique
[15]. Assessments by the French National Authority for Health, and
by the US authorities for the Medicare and Medicaid programs have
not selected this technique for colorectal cancer screening [16]. Its role
in screening in high-risk cases is thus confined to subjects unable or
unwilling to undergo a colonoscopy.
The sensitivity of colon capsule endoscopy to detect adenomas larger
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than 6 mm is about 85%, which is higher than that of the coloscanner.
The capsule is currently proposed as a second-line option, after a positive fecal test and when colonoscopy is not possible or refused. The
value of colon capsule endoscopy as a first-line screen for colorectal
cancer remains to be assessed in the general population. Preliminary studies are in progress. The anticipated participation rate might be
higher than that observed for conventional colonoscopy, which would
render this approach cost-effective. [17]. “New” capsules are at a preliminary study stage, including one that uses a very low level of X-rays
to allow 3D visualization of the colon without the need for bowel preparation (Check-Cap).

A false “average risk”
Age and male gender are risk factors for colorectal cancer, as well as
insufficient physical activity, obesity, diabetes, high cholesterol, chronic alcohol consumption, smoking, a diet high in red and cured meats
and/or low in fruits and vegetables, calcium, and possibly folate and
phenols, and the absence of chronic exposure to aspirin. These factors appear to be particularly harmful in combination or when there
is a predisposing genetic background, characterized by certain polymorphisms affecting sensitive metabolic or immune pathways. In these
situations, the risk level approaches that of “known” high-risk populations and colonoscopy screening could be envisaged. Scores have been
proposed to better define risk levels, some of which are available online
[18-20]. These scores are still insufficiently discriminating for use in
the clinic and have not been validated for the French population. An
original approach to the prediction of colorectal cancer risk using a
mathematical algorithm based on the evolution of data from repeated
complete blood counts is currently being evaluated.
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nline E-Learning Course

An Innovative, New Training Tool
for Reading Colon Capsule Endoscopy Videos
Raphael Rabinovitz1, Iddo Ambor1, Kai Watanabe2
Given Imaging Covidien GI Solutions, 1 Israel 2 Japan

‘‘

Colon capsule endoscopy with the PillCam Colon ® system is a
relatively new, minimally invasive method for colorectal imaging.
When reading the capsule video, identification of polyps and other
significant lesions is dependent on the reader skills, and adequate
reading training is necessary to ensure high quality reports.We have
developed a structured e-learning training course for reading colon
capsule endoscopy videos. The course focuses on improving skills for
reading and analyzing colon capsule videos, and includes a blend of
theoretical learning, reading practice with interactive feedback, and
knowledge assessments. The course automatically optimizes reading
practice according to individual skill level. The Japanese Association
of Capsule Endoscopy (JACE) endorsed the e-learning course during early 2014.Twenty Japanese physicians completed a full online
pilot course, of whom 67% indicated that the e-learning course was
extremely helpful, and 33% indicated that it was very helpful in
improving their reading skill. The new e-learning course appears to
be a promising training tool which provides an efficient and flexible
online learning method optimized according to the trainee skill level.
The course is being used in Japan, and ongoing work is being carried
out to expand its usage worldwide. A French version is currently
being prepared with the intent to introduce it to France during 2015.’’
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Colon capsule endoscopy with the PillCam Colon ® system is a relatively new, minimally invasive method for colorectal imaging. The
system includes an ingestible capsule with two camera heads, sensors,
a small data recorder, and a software package called Rapid ®. The data
recorder is carried by the patient and receives and stores images from
the capsule as it propagates through the colon. The recorded images
are viewed as video on a workstation using the Rapid software, which
also allows the creation of procedure reports.
When reading the capsule video, the identification of polyps and other
significant lesions is dependent on the reader skills, and adequate reading training is necessary to ensure high quality reports.
Capsule endoscopy for small bowel visualization has been available for
over 15 years, and courses including reading training have been offered
worldwide. However, colon physiology presents new challenges to the
colon video reader such as complex, non-insufflated anatomy, complex
capsule transit patterns, and turbid or cloudy colon fluid. In addition,
the colon capsule has two camera heads versus the single camera of the
small bowel capsule, which increases reading complexity.
Therefore a new reading method is needed. Furthermore, a recent
study in France [1] concluded that training and experience in small
bowel capsule video reading is not sufficient for colon reading, and
reading training specific to the colon capsule is needed to ensure the
quality of the report

An e-learning course
We have developed an e-learning training course for reading colon
capsule endoscopy videos. The course focuses on improving skills
for reading and analyzing colon capsule videos, and includes a blend
of theoretical learning, interactive reading practice with the Rapid ®
software, and knowledge assessments. There are six steps in the course
(figure 1).
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Step 1
Introduction

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Entry level
assessment

Reading
theory

Guided
Reading

Reading
practice

Final
assessment

Figure 1. Six steps of the the e-learning course. The
trainee progresses through the steps until completion of
the training. The course supports both full on-line and
blended learning; trainees that attended an instructor-led
training in a class, can prove their knowledge in Step 2
(Entry Level Assessment) and skip Step 3 (Reading
Theory), as marked with the blue arrow in the figure.

Step 1: Introduction
This step introduces the trainee to the course and reading challenges.

Step 2: Entry Level Assessment
This step allows experienced readers or trainees who attended an
instructor-led training in a class, to test their knowledge and skip Step
3, reading Theory, if they obtain a score of 80% or higher.

Step 3: Reading Theory
This step includes five sessions that cover the recommended reading
method. Some sessions include interactive practice with the Rapid software, in which the trainee can practice with real Rapid video and get
feedback.

Step 4: Guided Reading
This step offers the trainee a chance to read and analyze a full-length video and eight short video segments using the Rapid software,
emphasizing specific skills and professional issues, and providing the
trainee with feedback.
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Step 5: Reading Practice
In this step, the trainee practices full-length video reading with the
Rapid software until becoming eligible to take the Final Assessment.
When the trainee is ready to submit each report, Rapid reviews the
report and displays current accuracy in a percentage range with no
additional information. The trainee may continue reading the video to
improve the report accuracy. After submitting the report, the trainee
can no longer improve the score. Rapid evaluates the report, provides
a detailed evaluation feedback, and grants a score based on report
accuracy. The score takes into account successful reporting of polyps,
including polyp size, shape and location, cleansing level, and false-positive reports. The greater the challenge, the higher the score. The number of videos read is automatically set according to the individual
skill level. The score granted for each video is accumulated by Rapid,
and after reaching a predefined target score or reaching a maximum
number of videos read (n = 14), the trainee can proceed to the next
step and perform the Final Assessment. Therefore, a highly skilled reader may need to read a relatively small number of videos prior to performing the Final Assessment.

Step 6: Final Assessment
This step includes reading two full-length videos and two short video
segments with the Rapid software. The score granted for each video is
accumulated but not shown, and a final assessment score in percentile
units is provided upon completion of the course.

Development perspectives
The e-learning training course offers several major advantages:
• It supports full practice of theoretical learning with interactive
feedback,
• It provides efficient and flexible on-line learning,
• The trainee is not confined to a fixed schedule,
• It automatically optimizes reading practice according to individual
skill level,
• It supports both blended and full online learning,
• It allows cost savings vs an equivalent course with full practice.
Following the completion of development, the Japanese Association
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of Capsule Endoscopy (JACE) reviewed and accepted the e-learning
course during early 2014. Twenty Japanese physicians completed a
full online pilot course. The majority of the physicians (78%) did not
read any colon video prior to the course, 11% read 1-5 videos, and
11% read 6-15 videos. Two of the feedback questionnaire results are
shown in figure 2.

Figure 2. Two sets of questionnaire results obtained
from 20 Japanese physicians who took the e-learning pilot course.

Sixty-seven percents of the trainees indicated that the e-learning course
was extremely helpful, and 33% indicated that it was very helpful in
improving their reading skill. When asked if the e-learning course is
more effective than class training, 22% of the trainees indicated that
the e-learning is very much more effective, 61% of the trainees indicated that the e-learning is more effective, and 17% indicated that
it is equivalent.
A French version of the e-learning course is currently being prepared
with the intent to evaluate and introduce it to France during 2015.

Conclusion
In summary, the new e-learning course for reading colon capsule endoscopy videos appears to be a promising training tool that provides an
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efficient and flexible online learning method optimized according to
the trainee skill level. The course is being used in Japan, and ongoing
work is being carried out to expand its usage worldwide.
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